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The role of the OECD-NEA Integration Group for the Safety Case

Lucy Bailey¹, Gloria Kwong²

¹IGSC Chair and RWM, UK, lucy.bailey@nda.gov.uk
²OECD-NEA Secretariart, Paris, France, Gloria.Kwong@oecd.org

The OECD-NEA Integration Group for the Safety Case (IGSC) builds and documents the technical scientific basis for developing and reviewing safety cases as a platform for dialogue amongst technical experts and as a tool for decision making. The IGSC is the technical advisory body to the Radioactive Waste Management Committee, which addresses strategic and policy aspects of radioactive waste management. The IGSC comprises senior technical specialists and managers from national waste management programmes and regulatory bodies.

At its last annual meeting, the IGSC held a topical session on the role and use of geoscientific arguments within the siting process, with the objectives to:

• explore how members are planning or have used geoscientific arguments to identify suitable sites for geological disposal facilities;
• compile what geoscientific safety arguments have been used or are planned for use;
• explore how particular geoscientific safety arguments were received by stakeholders (both technical and non-technical) in countries where the siting process is advanced; and
• evaluate regulatory views / experience on using geoscientific safety arguments for siting.

Regulatory requirements on the use of geoscientific arguments in the siting process vary widely. For example, in Switzerland, the Sectoral Plan for Deep Geological Repositories is a clearly described site selection process strongly based on geoscientific arguments. However, in Sweden there is no specific emphasis on geoscientific arguments, rather a focus on the safety function of the whole disposal system. In the US the disposal system is required to have at least one natural and one engineered barrier, but there are no natural subsystem regulatory requirements. In the UK, national geological screening is being used as a precursor to provide geological information for a consent-based site selection process.

The topical session also discussed favourable attributes of a stable geological system and favourable hydrogeological properties of the host rock; and the role of socioeconomic aspects in the siting process. It was recognised that there is a need to fulfil both geoscientific and societal criteria for a successful siting process.

Other ongoing activities of the IGSC and joint projects include:

• Development and maintenance of the OECD-NEA FEP database – used as a point of reference in many national safety cases;
• Maintenance of a state-of-the-art chemical thermodynamics database for key radionuclides;
• Clay Club – a forum for sharing and developing expertise regarding geological disposal facilities in argillaceous host rocks, including maintaining a Clay Club Catalogue;
• Salt club – a forum for disposal facilities in salt environments;
• Crystalline club – a newly formed group, building on the success of the Clay and Salt Clubs;
• Operational safety – an expert group dedicated to defining best practice in operating geological repositories;
• RepMet – the NEA Radioactive Waste Repository Metadata Management initiative aims at supporting national programmes...
in managing their repository data, information and records; and

- Safety case communication – considering how best to communicate the technical complexities of a safety case to non-technical audiences.

The IGSC has just received an extension of its mandate to continue its important role until December 2020.
Designing a process for siting a deep-mined, geologic repository for high-level radioactive waste and spent nuclear fuel

Daniel Metlay¹, Rodney Ewing²

¹ Senior Professional Staff, U.S. Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, Washington DC, metlay@nwtrb.gov
² Chairman, U.S. Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, Washington DC, ewing@nwtrb.gov

Efforts to site a deep-mined, geologic repository for high-level radioactive waste (HLW) and spent nuclear fuel (SNF) date from the early 1960s. Since that time, sites have been selected in Finland, France, Sweden, and the United States. But most siting attempts have been unsuccessful.

This paper is based on a report prepared by the U.S. Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board, a technical overseer of the Department of Energy’s radioactive waste management program (NWTRB 2015). The document examines two dozen efforts to site a deep-mined, geologic repository in ten countries over the last half-century.

The paper adopts the report’s fourfold conceptual framework. First, repository siting involves the passage of potential locations through both a technical suitability and a social acceptability filter. These filters typically represent tests established in laws and regulations. The siting process is staged and iterative; locations pass through the filters more than once. At the early stages, the filters tend to be applied informally and heuristically. At the later stages, the filters are more formal and legalistic.

Second, the two filters are not independent of each other. Judgments about technical suitability can be influenced by views on social acceptability and vice versa. For example, attitudes about nuclear power can affect evaluations of a potential site’s technical suitability. By the same token, the persuasiveness of claims about technical suitability can influence the level of social acceptability. The natural analogue of elemental copper nodules found in ancient granite formations is an example of this interdependence.

Third, national site-suitability criteria can be grouped into three categories. Exclusion criteria eliminate sites because they are too close to faults, volcanoes, or exploitable natural resources. Host-rock specific criteria are used when an a priori decision has been made that a repository will be located in a specific formation, such as salt, clay, or crystalline rock. Generic criteria provide the basis for evaluating the suitability of sites in different formations.

Fourth, developing a deep-mined, geologic repository produces two types of impacts on the community where it is located. Standard effects arise from changes, among other things, in taxes, employment, and traffic. Special effects arise because of perceptions of things nuclear. Examples include the stigmatization of agricultural products and tourist destinations. Implementers tend to look for sites in locations where there will be strong positive standard effects and weak negative special effects.

Based on this framework, the paper advances observations about how siting efforts play out and provides insights into increasing the likelihood that they will be successful.
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¹ The world’s first deep-mined, geologic repository (for transuranic waste) operates near Carlsbad, New Mexico. A site for an HLW and SNF repository was selected at Yucca Mountain in Nevada but its development remains in limbo.

Claudia Alpiger

1 Institut für Politikwissenschaft, Universität Bern, Political Scientist MA, Fabrikstrasse 8, CH-3012 Bern, claudia.alpiger@ipw.unibe.ch, +41 31 631 32 86

Our "Participatory Disposal Policy" project best fits into the conference’s theme. In our project, we evaluate the regional participation structures (called "Regionale Partizipation") in the communities which are situated within the six potential siting regions for deep geological repositories for radioactive waste in Switzerland. These participatory structures aim at including the wishes and concerns – e.g. in terms of written statements on the issues at hand – of regional politicians, the local interest groups, and the concerned citizens of the regions into the overall process.

The project’s main goal is, first and foremost, to evaluate the process of public involvement in the site selection procedure using pre-defined evaluation criteria. The implemented criteria draw on the well-established 'criteria to evaluate participation processes' by Linder and Vatter (1996) and their revised version by Vatter (1998) which were established to analyse the construction of nuclear power plants and special waste incinerator plants in Switzerland by means of qualitative case studies. The revised version (Vatter 1998), including 14 criteria, were updated on the basis of insights from the new participatory literature, added more specialized sub-criteria, and were divided in 4 groups (process properties (1), participants (2), information/resources (3) and effects (4)) to give them a structure.

On the basis of the evaluation results, our second aim is to give the Swiss Federal Office of Energy (lead of the process) advices and recommendations on how to improve the participation procedures in the six regions.

For testing the the fulfillment of the updated 14 evaluation criteria (and the 55 sub-criteria), we draw on existing documents (protocols, annual reports, etc.) of the Swiss Federal Office of Energy and the participatory board. In addition, we carried out interviews with important stakeholders and leading persons, and, further, conducted a online survey with the participants of the "Regionale Partizipation".

We may conclude that most of the criteria are partially fulfilled, whereupon some were mostly or hardly fulfilled. There were almost no differences between the six analysed regions. Notably, the most striking deficiency of the process is the missing suitability for the chosen system, where non-professionals as well as laymen, participate and work voluntarily. Besides this, there are also other aspects to improve, in particular the low participation of women and young persons in these processes.

For the poster presentation on the DAEF-conference I (Claudia Alpiger) would like to present the implemented evaluation criteria to assess the public involvement in the site selection procedure for a deep geological disposal and show the main results of the current evaluation.
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Research and development (R&D) activities in the field of nuclear waste management and disposal started at the Nuclear Research Center Karlsruhe (KfK now KIT) shortly after foundation and construction of the FR2 research reactor. R&D in this field related to estimates of radioactive waste types and volumes from different sources and their treatment. Final disposal issues including disposal options, long-term waste isolation from the biosphere, and regulatory requirements were investigated already in the early 1960s.

Since 1964 a working group was established at KfK discussing and developing adequate solutions for the waste problem. One important topic was dedicated to the safety of final disposal of nuclear wastes. In the beginning, engineering solutions with respect to the development of robust and economic technologies had highest priority. This strategy was strongly driven by the closed-nuclear-fuel-cycle concept implying spent fuel reprocessing. This concept was considered the preferred option at that time and was defined by law. The outcome of R&D was documented in reports (gray literature) or was occasionally presented at special conferences. Publications of results in peer-reviewed journals as it is usual today, were rare at this time. The retrospective reconstruction of research activities during those early days is exacerbated by the fact, that many results are just summarized in annual or project reports or in so-called "primary reports", which were/are not freely accessible or are not any more available.

Over time, societal, political and scientific views to the problem of nuclear waste disposal changed significantly. An attempt is made to classify R&D performed at KfK considering the respective temporal context with respect to the political and economic situation, and to elaborate its influence on specific decisions.

Nuclear waste management R&D activities at KfK evolved, starting with development of waste treatment and solidification processes, followed by focusing on radioactive waste disposal emplacement concepts for the Asse II salt mine in close cooperation with the Gesellschaft für Strahlen- und Umweltforschung (GSF). Later on, R&D was dominated by requirements of the Project Reprocessing and Waste Management (PWA). Since about 1990, R&D on the safety of nuclear waste disposal at KfK was considered as provident research for the sustainable protection of man and nature against radioactive burdens induced by a repository for radioactive waste focusing on long term safety aspects.

During the 50 years of R&D, KIT-INE accumulated understanding, know-how and data for many disposal relevant aspects, which achieved world-wide recognition:
- steel canister corrosion,
- thermo-mechanics of rocksalt,
- radionuclide source terms,
- radionuclide solubility, complexation and effects of colloids,
- mobilization and retention of radionuclides in the multibarrier systems of different host rocks

The retrospective analysis of nuclear waste management research programmes clearly points to the close relationship of research priorities and changes in societal and political perception of nuclear energy and nuclear waste issues.

The presentation covers timetables, short overviews of KIT’s involvement in national and international R&D and presents some scientific highlights.
Design of Drift Seals Complementing a CRZ of an HLW Repository in Crystalline Rock – Status of Investigation – (Topic 3)

Nina Müller-Hoeppe1,2, Michael Jobmann1

1 DBE TECHNOLOGY GmbH, Eschenstraße 55, 31224 Peine, Germany
2 email: muellerhoepp@dbe.de, phone: +49 (0) 5171 43 1529

In 2013, the German Federal Government started a new site selection process for a repository to dispose of all heat-generating radioactive waste, both existing and still being generated by German NPPs. The site selection procedure is based on the Site Selection Act (StandAG, 2013). The aim is to use a sound scientific and transparent basis to select the site that guarantees the highest possible level of safety for a time period of 1 million years.

Based on the “Safety Requirements Governing the Final Disposal of Heat-Generating Radioactive Waste as at 30 September 2010” (BMU 2010), a repository concept for the Gorleben site was developed in the past that also included a closure system. According to the safety requirements, the radioactive waste is to be safely confined in a so-called containment providing rock zone (CRZ), from which only insignificant release of radionuclides is tolerated. For certain repository designs, the integrity of the rock salt barrier was shown as well as the functionality of the closure system. The latter complements the CRZ with technical measures, because the rock salt barrier is impaired by the access routes into the repository. As a result, a CRZ was defined from which only insignificant radionuclide release below tolerated values may occur and only under conditions with a low probability (GRS 2013). Thus, according to current knowledge, the safety requirements can be met for sites showing salt structures comparable to the Gorleben site. As the best possible safety is required according to (StandAG 2013), the results of the preliminary safety analysis Gorleben represent a reference to rate alternative host rocks as the safe containment of radioactive waste is a realistic option at salt sites.

In several countries; e.g. Sweden, Finnland, Canada, and the Czech Republic, crystalline rock is to serve as host rock for heat-generating radioactive waste. Crystalline rock is generally fractured and therefore aquiferous cracks and clefts within the host rock are taken into account in the repository design. To meet the safety requirements of radiation protection (dose and risk constraint), the waste containers and the surrounding bentonite buffers constitute the main barriers. As a consequence, the design premises of drift and shaft seals in a crystalline host rock differ from those of sealing systems that are to complement a host rock to form a CRZ. First, the design premises for drift and shaft seals in crystalline rock are specified and then, an overview of practical experience on their performance from in-situ experiments is given.

In (DBETEC 2016), it was shown that in a hypothetical repository in granite in Germany the temperature limit of 100°C at the waste container surface can be met although MOX waste with very high heat generation has also to be taken into account. As undisturbed granite is very tight, it is currently discussed whether individual, local CRZs can be defined in crystalline rock that are joined to form the repository (Jobmann et al. 2016).

In the Finnish URL ONKALO, investigations showed that even in crystalline rock local, undisturbed dry areas exist. As in rock salt, the seals of man-made access routes are important components for defining a local CRZ in this case. As the seals in Sweden, Finland, Canada, and the Czech Republic are designed to limit radionuclide release and water intrusion to meet the radiation protection goals dose and risk constraint, it is currently being investigated if the seals can be modified in such a way that they are able to complement a local CRZ in crystalline rock. First results will be presented.
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Microphysical processes of grain boundary fluids in rock salt and their role in predicting the long-term deformation and transport processes in host rocks for heat-generating nuclear waste
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Reliable modeling of the deformation and fluid transport in rocksalt under the very low strain rates characterizing long term engineering conditions or tectonic deformation requires extrapolation of experimentally derived constitutive equations to strain rates much lower than those attainable in the laboratory. This extrapolation must be based on an understanding of the microscale deformation mechanisms operating in the experimentally deformed samples, integrated with studies of natural laboratories where deformation took place under much lower strain rates. The engineering creep laws generally used in the salt mining industry are based on dislocation creep processes quantified in laboratory experiments of necessarily limited duration. However, a large body of evidence clearly demonstrates that grain boundary dissolution-precipitation processes, such as solution-precipitation creep and dynamic recrystallization, commonly play a significant role in natural rock salt and rock salt backfill. In this contribution, we first briefly review the microphysics of grain boundary water related solution-precipitation processes in halite, together with the constitutive relations associated with these processes, and we discuss the contribution of these mechanisms to the strain rate during long-term creep.

In many current engineering studies the effects of water-activated grain boundary processes are neglected, and this omission leads to errors in prediction of displacement rates, especially over long term. Geomechanical modeling can be significantly improved by improving constitutive equations based on microphysical models for solution-precipitation creep, fluid-assisted re-crystallization and surface energy driven grain boundary healing on flow and transport properties. Recent development of methods to study microstructures in rock salt include (i) transmitted light microscopy of Gamma-decorated structures, (ii) subgrain size paleo-piezometry of polished and chemically etched samples using reflected light microscopy, (iii) micro-CT analysis of grain boundary fluid inclusions, (iv) analysis of grain boundary structure and microchemistry by cryogenic BIB-SEM and (v) X-ray or EBSD orientation imaging.

There is a growing understanding of on deformation mechanisms and constitutive behavior and fluid flow in naturally deforming rocksalt from a wide range of geological settings including data from inverting surface displacement measurements and thermodynamically controlled connectivity of grain boundary triple junction channels in rock salt at increasing pressure and temperature. Integrating this knowledge base provides an improved basis for making predictions of the evolution of host rocks for heat-generating nuclear waste less uncertain.
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Geoscientific arguments in support of the safety case for a deep geologic repository in Southern Ontario, Canada – An example of regulatory research and assessment
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Currently in Canada, both sedimentary rocks of the Michigan Basin and crystalline rocks of the Canadian Shield are being considered as potential host rock types for the deep geological disposal of radioactive wastes. The Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC), the Canadian regulator, has carried out independent research to identify and assess key issues related to the safety of geological disposal in both types of rock. This paper summarizes our research findings to date, focussing on our understanding of the Michigan Basin sedimentary rocks and their ability to ensure the surface environment, including the Great Lakes, would be protected.

The Michigan basin is an intracratonic basin characterized by carbonate - dominant sedimentary sequences that were deposited onto the Precambrian Shield over several episodes between ~500 – 300 million years ago. The last major tectonic event to have affected the basin occurred during the culmination of Appalachian mountain building, ~250 million years ago. During the last million years, the region experienced nine glacial (glaciation-deglaciation) cycles, one cycle occurring roughly every 120,000 years. The last glacial cycle began ~120,000 years ago; at glacial maximum, the maximum ice thickness reached ~4km, imposing pressures of up to 4 MPa on the lithosphere, depressing the crust by up to 500m, and also gouging and carving out deep valleys. The Great Lakes began to form ~14,000 years ago at the end of the last glacial period when glacial meltwater filled depressions left behind by glaciers. Multiple lines of evidence show that porewaters in the Ordovician host rocks at the site of a proposed deep geological repository (DGR) for low and intermediate level wastes have remained isolated from the surface waters for hundreds of millions of years:

- The porewater in the Ordovician rocks is a brine, with salinity of up to 300 g/l. Those same porewaters have been shown to be ancient. Both characteristics suggest that porewaters have remained stagnant for hundreds of millions of years.

- Ordovician formations, including the proposed Cobourg limestone host rock and several overlying layers of shale, have remained mechanically unaffected by glaciation, and few fractures have been detected during site investigations to date.

- The Ordovician rocks are under-pressured relative to hydrostatic conditions. This underpressure was likely due to the depressurization after glacial retreat, and subsists to the present time because of very low rock permeability.

A mathematical model that couples mechanical, hydraulic, and chemical processes was developed to simulate glacial cycles that occurred over the last million years. The model was able to confirm that Ordovician porewaters have remained unconnected to surface waters and shallow groundwaters. The model was then used to assess the movement of a tracer released from the proposed DGR during the next 120,000 years, under the combined effects of DGR excavation, gas generation, and a future glacial cycle. The model showed that a tracer would remain confined in the host rock, isolated and unconnected to surface waters such as the Great Lakes.
Retrievability in connection with the requirements for a final repository for heat-generating, high-level radioactive waste and spent fuel
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The German disposal strategy dealing with heat-generating, high-level waste and spent fuel has been in the public debate. This discussion is often reduced to the necessity of reversing decisions and the requirement of retrievability. Retrievability is one partial aspect of reversibility and represents an additional tool within the general disposal strategy.

The pros and cons of retrievability include a wide range of social and ethical, economic, safety and technical aspects. In recent years, the general opinion has established that retrievability should be implemented. This corresponds to the work of the "Commission on the storage of highly radioactive materials", according to §3 StandAG, which designates the final disposal with retrieval option as the preferred disposal strategy in Germany (Kom, 2016).

In addition to this, the "Safety Requirements Governing the Final Disposal of Heat-Generating Radioactive Waste" (BMU, 2010) determine the safety level for such a repository. Here, retrievability is stipulated as a licensing requirement. The safety requirements correspond to an administrative regulation that substantiates the German Atomic Energy Act. All measures to "... prevent damage resulting from the construction and operation of the system ..." (§ 7 II Nr. 3 AtG), including the planned technical measures to ensure retrievability must evidently comply with the state of science and technology.

The development of technical retrieval concepts is affected by additional design requirements: "Measures taken to secure the options of recovering or retrieval must not impair the passive safety barriers and thus the long-term safety" and the number of mine openings and the influence on the host rock have to be minimized. Furthermore, it is determined that the "... number of open emplacement zones should be kept to a minimum" and "should be promptly loaded, then backfilled and reliably sealed from the mine building" (BMU, 2010).

All German repository concepts include the parallel realization of the three major operational processes emplacement, backfilling, and closure. This ensures that the waste packages are quickly transferred to the passive safety system of the repository. This strategy is in accordance with the safety requirements.

The retrieval of waste packages corresponds to an extraction from the passive safety system and returning them back into human care. Suitable technical solutions for the implementation of retrievability into underground operations have to cover all three main processes. From the underlying requirements for retrievability a "Re-Mining" strategy can be described as a suitable approach for the technical implementation. This strategy includes emplacement as designed. To ease retrieval, conceptual and technical adjustments can be made. It is also possible to make adjustments to ensure favorable conditions during the retrieval period. Finally, the requirement of retrievability will affect the repository design and underground operations significantly. Retrievability creates a design-determinating factor, which influences the full repository system including further operations on the surface.

Within this contribution, retrievability is explained as defined and laid down in current German legislation. In addition, general strategies for technical implementation grown out of this understanding are illustrated and the effects on underground operations, surface operations and all facilities are pointed out.
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The selection of a host rock and disposal concept for deep geological disposal of radioactive waste is a challenging task in radioactive waste management. Such decisions should be based on multiple selection criteria, reflecting safety related, geotechnical, societal, socio-economic, and cost aspects. Retrievability of waste is an important requirement in the Netherlands, and we argue that the level of retrievability and surveillance that can be realized in the different host rocks provides a meaningful selection criterion for a future decision on host rock and disposal design.

Reasons for national programmes to include retrievability in their waste management strategy can be summarized as (1) an attitude of humility or open-mindedness towards the future; (2) provision of additional assurance of safety; and (3) to heed desires of the public not to be locked into an “irreversible” situation (NEA 2011). Despite the general requirement on retrievability that is prescribed in the Netherlands since 1993, there is insufficient agreement on the scope of retrievability: although there is a common understanding that the principal concept of retrievability answers to general concerns and inherent uncertainties, different views exist on how to weigh benefits, costs and risks of retrievability in the pre- and post-closure phase. Retrievability and surveillance of waste are also important aspects in argumentation lines on principal choices for radioactive waste disposal (Rip et al. 1995), and the various views on retrievability reflect societal views and concerns on radioactive waste disposal in general.

As part of the Dutch radioactive waste disposal research programme OPERA, a more concrete approach was proposed in order to come to a closer definition and societal agreement on the scope of retrievability. The general objectives for retrievability were decomposed, and a working definition of the term was defined.

One important observation was a strong interrelation between retrievability and monitoring, resulting in the definition of the overarching concept of “surveillance” as the ability to observe and to react on potential deviating evolutions in a disposal facility. As discussed in the EU-FP7 project MoDeRn (NDA et al. 2013), in-situ monitoring in the pre- and post-closure phase is technically challenging. The feasibility to provide sufficient robust evidence for a far-reaching decision as the retrieval of waste by monitoring is uncertain, and it is expected that the host rocks considered in the Netherlands, i.e. rock salt and Boom Clay, clearly differ with respect to their “monitorability”. Retrievability and the ability to maintain surveillance are therefore suitable candidate criteria for the selection of host rock and disposal concept, if based on a robust definition of the general concept and terminology.
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Our "Participatory Disposal Policy" project best fits into the conference’s theme no. 1 on "International experiences in designing and implementing siting processes – mastering social and technical challenges". In our project, we evaluate the regional participation structures (called "Regionale Partizipation") in the communities which are situated within the six potential siting regions for deep geological repositories for radioactive waste in Switzerland. These participatory structures aim at including the wishes and concerns – e.g. in terms of written statements on the issues at hand – of regional politicians, the local interest groups, and the concerned citizens of the regions into the overall process.

The project’s main goal is, first and foremost, to evaluate the process of public involvement in the site selection procedure using predefined evaluation criteria. The implemented criteria draw on the well-established 'criteria to evaluate participation processes' by Linder and Vatter (1996) and their revised version by Vatter (1998) which were established to analyse the construction of nuclear power plants and special waste incinerator plants in Switzerland by means of qualitative case studies. The revised version (Vatter 1998), including 14 criteria, were updated on the basis of insights from the new participatory literature, added more specialized sub-criteria, and were divided in 4 groups (process properties (1), participants (2), information/resources (3) and effects (4)) to give them a structure.

On the basis of the evaluation results, our second aim is to give the Swiss Federal Office of Energy (lead of the process) advices and recommendations on how to improve the participation procedures in the six regions.

For testing the the fulfillment of the updated 14 evaluation criteria (and the 55 sub-criteria), we draw on existing documents (protocols, annual reports, etc.) of the Swiss Federal Office of Energy and the participatory board. In addition, we carried out interviews with important stakeholders and leading persons, and, further, conducted a online survey with the participants of the "Regionale Partizipation".

We may conclude that most of the criteria are partially fulfilled, whereupon some were mostly or hardly fulfilled. There were almost no differences between the six analysed regions. Notably, the most striking deficiency of the process is the missing suitability for the chosen system, where non-professionals as well as laymen, participate and work voluntarily. Besides this, there are also other aspects to improve, in particular the low participation of women and young persons in these processes.

For the poster presentation on the DAEF-conference I (Claudia Alpiger) would like to present the implemented evaluation criteria to assess the public involvement in the site selection procedure for a deep geological disposal and show the main results of the current evaluation.
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Disposal of radioactive waste in deep boreholes has been discussed in several workshops as a possible alternative to disposal in an underground mine (Bracke et al. 2015), (Nuclear Waste Technical Review Board (NWTRB) 2016). A recent expertise (Bracke et al. 2016) to the “commission storage of high radioactive waste” proposed a concept and recommended further research and development on disposal in deep boreholes in order to generate a feasible technical alternative and to reconsider the requirement of a recovery for 500 years.

The discussion on the criteria for the site selection procedure is not finished. Therefore we will present a review of their applicability on generic site(s) for disposal in deep boreholes in a more general manner.

1. In a first approximation, the drafted criteria (of the “commission storage of high radioactive waste”) for the exclusion of regions / sites can be directly adopted, since these criteria are independent of the concept and technical means for geological disposal. However, storage in deep boreholes would allow to store the waste (comparable to storage options in mines) in much deeper formations.

2. Also the drafted minimum requirements can be adopted easily for sites considered for deep borehole disposal at a first glance.

3. The drafted criteria and requirements for consideration of sites have to be evaluated in detail for their adaptability. Most of these requirements could be adopted to sites for deep borehole disposal and are considered to be assessed positively in site specific cases.

The rating of the weighing requirement “Good compatibility for gases” with the indicator “Low gas generation” is strongly dependent on the concept, since a steel casing in addition to the containers and a fluid is used in current generic concept for bore hole disposal. At least as a hazard – corrosion of casing - has to be taken into account and will lead to the generation of gas. Therefore, a trap for gases is considered in the proposed generic concept.

An overview on the possible adaptability of the final criteria of the site selection procedure will given based on a generic concept deep borehole disposal.
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The level of seismicity is in general relatively low in Germany, but there are certain regions with elevated seismic hazard, such as the Rhine Graben and parts of the Swabian Jura, where the largest instrumentally recorded earthquake occurred in 1911 with a moment magnitude \( M_w \) 5.8. However, also events with \( M_w > 6 \) can be expected when longer return periods are considered. Although the probability of such events is small, the impact could be dramatic on critical infrastructures. The Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Assessment (PSHA) is the most resilient method to calculate where and which ground shakings might occur in future at which hazard level. These outcomes are directly used as seismic load parameters at given sites for seismic building codes or other antiseismic design provisions (Grünthal et al., 2013). The resulting seismic hazard curves from a PSHA are also the key input for the Probabilistic Safety Assessments (PSA) which are required for nuclear facilities.

For Germany, the still valid building-code related seismic zoning was provided already by Grünthal and Bosse (1996) and is described by Grünthal (2005) on occasion of the implementation of the new version of the DIN 4149 as construction law. The assignment of all German settlements to one of the three seismic zones of the DIN 4149 and the classification to the corresponding geological underground can be searched using the GFZ online service (http://gfz-potsdam.de/DIN4149). Also, seismic load parameters for the DIN 19700 in form of uniform hazard spectra are available for four hazard levels for any coordinate pair (http://gfz-potsdam.de/DIN19700. Still challenging is the comprehensive involvement of all uncertainties in models and parameters into a PSHA (Stromeyer and Grünthal, 2015; Cotton et al., 2006). This provides a rational framework for facilitating uncertainties in a transparent way and is, in particular, important in areas of low seismicity.

A consequent implementation of this requirement has been accomplished for the new national seismic hazard assessment on behalf of the Deutsches Institut für Bautechnik (DIBt) and launched by the respective national committee on standardization (DIN). We present the results of this work which is a key information in the site selection process of a nuclear waste disposal site in Germany. However, further research and data are needed to improve our assessments for very low probabilities; e.g. in form of high-quality neotectonic data to better characterize seismic sources.

The expertise to perform seismic hazard analyses according to international standards is nationally available. New methods are developed to ensure an improved, standardized and robust treatment of the epistemic uncertainty emerging from hazard, alternative models implementation, and exploration of the tails of distributions, taking into account the diverse range of views and opinions of experts. The results of PSHA and PSA should also be linked to a physics-based assessment of the criticality of the crustal stress state. The latter is an additional measure and key parameter in the geological selection of sites of nuclear waste disposal (cf. abstracts from Heidbach et al., Henk et al. for this conference).
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SpannEnD – providing stress data and geomechanical modelling tools for the site selection process in Germany
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SpannEnd stands as an acronym for «Geomechanisch-numerische Modellierungen zur Charakterisierung des tektonischen Spannungszustandes für die Entsorgung radioaktiver Abfälle in Deutschland». It is an initiative of various German research institutions with the aim to set-up of a comprehensive data base for the crustal state in Germany and the further development of 3D geomechanical-numerical modelling tools for robust stress predictions in areas where no stress data exist. Thus, SpannEnd provides fundamental information and basic techniques generally required for the site selection process of a geological disposal site for radioactive waste.

At present, only the orientation of the tectonic stress field in Germany, i.e., the orientation of the maximum horizontal stress $S_{\text{Hmax}}$ has been compiled in a systematic manner and ranked according to an international quality ranking scheme (Reiter et al., 2015). These data are derived, among others, from well bore data (e.g. borehole breakouts, hydraulic fractures), earthquake analysis as well as geological information and overcoring data. However, only 277 of the 757 data records compiled for Germany have an acceptable quality (Reiter et al., 2015). For the stress magnitude data, which is the essential information to assess the criticality of the stress field, such as database does not exist for Germany. Furthermore, given the sparse and incomplete knowledge of the stress field geomechanical-numerical models have to predict the full stress tensor at arbitrary points in the subsurface.

To provide a stress prognosis for a potential disposal site, i.e., prior to drilling or excavation, a toolbox of 3D geomechanical-numerical models has to be developed. We propose that this model should be Germany-wide with dimensions of 1200 x 900 x 80 km³ to capture the geometry and mechanical properties of the main lithological units that control the overall pattern of the crustal stress field. This model has to be calibrated using a stress magnitude stress data base. Such a model allows for a physics-based interpolation between individual stress measurements and stress prognosis at points not covered by stress observations, respectively. Furthermore, the Germany-wide model, that simulates the large-scale variations of the stress field, would also deliver reliable initial- and boundary conditions for regional and local scale 3D geomechanical-numerical models. Both, the set-up of the stress magnitude data base as well as development of the modelling tools has to be started now in order to provide the necessary fundamental information on the local tectonic stress field once the site-selection process will be started in Germany.

Besides the recently published new stress map of Germany (Reiter et al., 2015) we present an example of a new 3D geom.-num. model concept applied in southern Germany that shows a fast and automated calibration process as well as the derivation of boundary conditions from regional models for local site models. The aforementioned initiative SpannEnd proposes to extend this concept for Germany, to set up a fundamental stress magnitude database and to integrate the expert knowledge of the stress field modelling in Germany in order to provide geomechanical measures needed in the course of the selection process.
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For the selection of a site for exploration from above ground the German Site Selection Act (StandAG) claims according to §§ 13, 14 the definition of geoscientific exclusion criteria and geological minimum requirements. The decision on relevant criteria and minimum requirements should be made by the Commission Storage of Highly Radioactive Waste (§ 4). Furthermore a representative preliminary safety investigation for the considered sites has to be made. The main target is the determination of possible sites and further the decision about sites for the exploration from above ground.

The exploration from above ground now provides concrete data and gives better insight especially into the overlaying geology, hydrology, shape and structure of the host rock. Therewith the fulfillment of a part of the defined criteria and minimum requirements can be verified. According to § 16 an advanced preliminary safety investigation has to be made. The difference in comparison with the safety investigations of the first step of the siting process is also the gain of concrete information. Now, there is a possibility to further develop the safety investigation or to decide which safety aspect can be verified or what kind of further certainty can be achieved.

Aspects of a Ph.D.-study which is related to the special requirements, criteria and safety investigations during the site selection process will be presented here. The focus is laid on domal salt as host rock. The following method is recommended:

Starting point are those regions which stay in the process after implementation of exclusion criteria and minimum requirements. The Safety Assessment Gorleben (VSG) is taken as a basis for the considerations presented here, in particular with regard to the safety concept for disposal in domal salt.

At first all issues which can have an influence on safety functions of the disposal system are defined. Differentiations can be made whether an impact on the Confining Rock Zone and/or on the far field takes place and how this impact can be characterised. Moreover it has to be clarified how safety aspects are affected and if there is an increase or decrease of impact due to combination of the safety relevant issues. As a consequence all relevant criteria at a certain point of the process and their relevance for the later consideration in the process can be identified.

At this point of the process the capability of ensured statements and possible uncertainties has to be determined. Moreover the method of safety investigations and also the points of the process at which a safety statement can generally be made have to be clarified.

As an example, the geothermal gradient is considered: It is a safety relevant aspect and should be known as early as possible. With the known regional heat flux density and the measured thermal conductivity of the overlaying lithology the temperature gradient can be calculated without drilling into the host rock. With this method the temperature gradient for every possible site can be determined at an early stage of the selection process.
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R&D needs for implementing the challenges of the German Repository Site Selection Act (StandAG)
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The Repository Site Selection Act (StandAG) states the tasks of the implementer. One of the most outstanding challenges is to identify suitable regions and sites for a repository for high-level radioactive waste.

Thus the Commission on disposal of high radioactive waste (Endlagerkommission) was established. During the commissions work in the last 2 years important questions of principle for the site selection process were reviewed and assessed. In its final report the Commission describes in detail the implementers tasks in different steps. It is clear that from the beginning of the site selection process the implementer has to work out and provide all scientific-technical needs to narrow sites down.

To achieve this aim the implementer has to follow the three main phases of the site selection process, including e.g. the application of geoscientific exclusion criteria, minimum requirements and weighing criteria. The first phase of the site selection process is carried out in three subsequent steps and aims at identifying regions for surface site investigation. A preliminary safety evaluation is applied first in the third step of the first phase. Each phase concludes with an safety evaluation.

Clear R&D needs for the site selection process considering different possible host rocks (bedded salt, salt domes, clay and crystalline) have to be identified prior to and in course of site selection process. This in particular is the immediate task of the implementer as he is responsible for providing scientific and technical expertise also based on R&D findings to give reasons for his proposals on suitable regions and sites according to the state-of-the-art. Previous experience has shown, that it isn’t possible alone on a generic basis. The main aspect for the implementer in defining R&D needs is to provide tools for efficient exploration, evaluation, and comparison.

This regards methods for implementation and evaluation of safety analysis as well as data collection and evaluation of exploration data.

To frame his R&D needs open questions relating to e.g. application of “isolating rock zone” concept and or vs. canister concepts, retrievability and recoverability as well as weighting factor for comparison criteria need to be answered.

Generally all work related to R&D has to be set as early as possible. So the results can be considered in the ongoing process of the site selection.

Considering the aims of the site selection procedure a realignment of the german exploration focus is necessary. Increased R&D investigation is identified in the field of clay/claystone and crystalline. In foreign countries existing knowledge of this host rocks can be used.

Exemplarily, some main subjects are given which are seen as essential for the process:

• development of host rock specific safety and verification concept
• development of repository concepts for radioactive waste for all discussed host rocks (salt, clay, crystalline)
• development of (host rock specific) canister concepts to meet the demands on retrievability and recoverability
• implementation of safety-case idea in a site selection process
• development of methods for characterisation of sites and rocks, esp. non-invasive methods
• development of methods for data acquisition and evaluation
• development of methods for comparison of regions and sites on the basis of field data and safety evaluation
• development of a method handling uncertainties at characterisation of geosphere
• advancement of young academics and methods for knowledge transfer and receipt
• socio-scientific aspects for a successful public involvement

Some results of these R&D topics are required at an early stage or even prior to the site selection process. Therefore, a systematic research approach is necessary.

As safety is set as the main standard to evaluate the suitability of regions and sites, at the beginning a documentation concept according to the safety case idea and to fulfil the safety standards needs to be developed. Furthermore, a concept for handling uncertainties is needed.

In the next steps, more host rock specific topics have to be addressed. First, a specific safety and verification concept for long-term safety for each host rock has to be developed. Based on these concepts, in a second step the development of host rock specific repository concepts and a canister concepts is necessary. Finally, the reliability and verification concept has to be developed in the third step. The results of these R&D topics are an important basis for identifying suitable regions for above ground exploration and therefore have to be completed at the end of the first phase of the process.

The long term of the site selection process and the ongoing development of the state-of-the-art of science and technology require also a continuous advance in development of concepts and methods. Demonstration projects become relevant in a later stage of the process when more site specific findings and decisions (repository concept, canister concept, safety concept) are relevant.

Furthermore, R&D linked to the site selection process needs an effective and constructive frame. For example, questions deal with documentation system, handling uncertainties (e.g. quality and quantity of field data) and the implementation of a self checking system. All institutions involved in the site selection process need to communicate and coordinate their research needs to confine their responsibilities and to gain benefit.

To increase the quality and efficient use of research results a comprehensive coordination and regulation of R&D activities in Germany is necessary. Implemeneter and regulator have to define practice research according to the tasks and research areas in coordination with each other. The aim is to coordinate R&D needs easier and faster in the future.
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Group 2 of the geoscientific consideration criteria of the Permanent Disposal Site Commission, describes in its final report the criteria for the final disposal site selection that enables to evaluate to which extent rock mass can sustain its containment capacity against stresses caused by the construction and operation of subsurface cavities meant to be used for a final repository. The aim is to develop a ranking of suitability of various sites for final disposal, for their comparison thereafter. This evaluation will be based on the knowledge of the fracturing and deformation behaviour of the observed rock formation. The fracturing and deformation behaviour results from a complex interaction of rock mass characteristics, depth (stress condition), mine design, size and form, and applied support system of the underground mine openings to be constructed. Since the geoscientific suitability evaluations of different sites accrue at an early stage of the decision making process, the necessary fundamentals, experience values, and evaluation possibilities must be compiled in this knowledge area as early as possible.

In Germany it is assumed that using salt and clay stone host rock formations, as a natural barrier (effective containment zone, ECZ) is a key component for the long-term safety of a repository. In order to maintain integrity of the geological barriers an effective protection of the ECZ is necessary. The result is, that not only structurally stable and deformation-free underground mine openings for a repository must be developed, but also rock mass decompaction as well as crack formation around the workings must be prevented.

Experiences in the field of permanent waste disposal site in clay rock formations are only available for depths of a maximum of 500 m. Many of the clay stone deposits in Germany planned to be investigated exceed this value. However, for producing mines, extensive knowledge for claystones is available for depths up to 1500 m.

In order to transfer the existing experience to potential sites for permanent waste disposal, empirical and analytical methods can be applied. Additionally, there are techniques of physical and numerical modelling that have been calibrated for the deformations in challenging boundary conditions. The interaction between rock mass characteristics, stress conditions, and the applied support systems can be determined at every stage of the analysis by the means of parameter variation. This is of great importance, since a variety of support systems that are usually installed in mining operations such as steel and mortar material containing cement cannot be used. Thus, extensive knowledge of alternative solutions is required.

The decision-making tools, such as for example an assessment matrix, characterizing the fracture and deformation behaviour of claystones in combination with installed support systems in potential permanent waste disposal sites can be delivered as the result of further research activities. Based on this it can be identified which permanent waste disposal sites are suitable to meet two main criteria of secure operations and long-term stability and which ones should be excluded from consideration.
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Spatially and temporally constant sorption coefficients (K_d-values) are currently applied in long-term safety analysis for radioactive waste repositories. However, temporally and spatially variable geochemical conditions occurring in natural systems may lead to significant changes in sorption processes of e.g. radio-nuclides (RN). To account for geochemical variability constant K_d-values are replaced by so-called “smart K_d-values” which consider the impact of selected geochemical parameters on sorption behavior such as e.g. pH, pCO_2, ionic strength, complexing and competing ions.

The smart K_d-concept describes complex geochemical and mineralogical systems through detailed geochemical characterization of major components (component additivity approach): Complex sediments are separated into sorption-relevant components to describe sorption processes as a sum of element- and mineral-specific surface reactions through surface complexation parameters (SCP).

SCP are applied to calculate sediment- and element-specific smart K_d-values as a function of varying geochemical parameters and are stored in multidimensional smart K_d-matrixes (Fig. 1). The state-of-the-art performance assessment code d^3f++ [1, 2] combines hydrogeological information with geochemical information provided in multidimensional smart K_d-matrixes to simulate transport and density driven flow of RN through the geosphere over long time periods.

This contribution aims to illustrate the verification of the developed smart K_d-approach. To verify the developed concept, experiments were conducted in single-mineral systems and complex sediments to investigate Eu(III) migration under varying geochemical conditions. Quartz, mica, feldspar as ubiquitously sediment minerals of Northern Germany were investigated. Eu(III) serves as a homologue for long-term safety relevant trivalent actinides such as Cm(III) and Am(III).

SCP of Eu(III) SCP were derived from batch and titration data simulation with PHREEQC [3]. Application of these Eu(III) SCP to simulate Eu(III) migration under varying geochemical conditions through a natural quartz sediment will be presented. A comparison of Eu(III) transport through quartz, muscovite and a natural sediment will be provided.

Reactive transport was modeled using the geochemical speciation code PHREEQC [3]. CXTFIT [4] was applied to assess initial estimates of effective transport parameters. Analysis provides a first validation of the smart K_d-concept.
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Mining of Antei uranium deposit (Russia): experience for safety assessment of RW disposal in crystalline rocks
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The experimental data from underground research laboratories (URLs) located in granitic massifs of Sweden (Åspö), Canada (Whiteshell), Switzerland (Grimsel), Finland (ONKALO), and Japan (Mizunami) is important for safety assessment, design and construction of disposal facilities in crystalline rocks, e.g. in Russia within the Nizhnekanskiiy granitoid massif in Krasnoyarsk region.

Additionally to URL experience (tracer, geomechanical, filtration, heating tests, etc.) data from uranium deposits are helpful for estimating transport mechanisms of radionuclides (actinides) in fractured-porous environment at different stressed-strained states, depths and redox conditions of host rocks. Under specific conditions uranium deposits are natural analogues of features, events and processes, which as expected will occur within the bounds of HLW and SNF (containing 95% of UO₂) disposal facilities located in deep seated geological structures. Uranium deposits as El Berrocal, Spain (Pérez del Villar et al. 2003), Palmottu, Finland (Suksi et al. 2002), Sanerliu, China (Min et al. 1998), and Kamaishi, Japan (Yoshida et al. 2000) are such natural analogues in granitic massifs.

However URLs, uranium deposits and disposal facilities are often situated in different geotectonic, hydrogeological, redox, etc. conditions that leads to uncertainties and inconsistencies for performance and safety assessment. It is possible to remove some of these ambiguities if generic URL is organized at an uranium deposit where ore bodies are located at depth of RW disposal facility levels.

During last decade the intensity of studies of uranium deposits as natural analogues is significantly reduced. More over, in the frame of some current concepts and plans for radioactive waste disposal the data gained on uranium deposits is frequently not mentioned.

The Antei vein-stockwork uranium deposit in the southeastern Transbaikalian region combines features of an URL and natural analogue. The deposit is located in Palaeozoic granite at depth from 400 m to 1000 m where pitchblende ore bodies are opened by highly branched workings. The distribution of uranium ores is controlled by intersecting poly-stadial fault zones. In combination with the big vertical extent of exposures this gives very good opportunities for studies of uranium mobilization and transport as well as of mining conditions in deep and fractured granites.

The main aim of this contribution is to present new geological data and to outline directions of further R&D programme of the URL and exploration of further RW disposal facility in Krasnoyarsk region of Russia.

This study was supported by the Russian Academy of Sciences Programme No. I.15P.
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Evaluation of current knowledge for building the Dutch safety case for a disposal concept in rock salt
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The Dutch five-year research programme for the geological disposal of radioactive waste, OPERA (Dutch acronym for Research Programme into Geological Disposal of Radioactive Waste), started in June 2011. OPERA aims to develop first preliminary Safety Cases for disposal concepts in an argillaceous host rock, the Boom Clay, and in rock salt. The OPERA Safety Cases are generic, i.e. not site-specific, and conditional since only the long-term safety of a generic repository will be assessed.

The poster provides an overview of the performed evaluation for building the Safety Case of the final disposal of radioactive waste in rock salt in the Netherlands. The evaluation was performed within the OPERA project OSSC, “OPERA Salt Safety Case”, by a consortium consisting of GRS from Germany, and TNO and NRG from the Netherlands (Hart et al., 2015). Basis of the evaluation is the abundant available Dutch and international scientific and technical information, especially from the German and US programmes, about the final disposal in rock salt.

The evaluations have shown that in order to build a Dutch Safety Case for the final disposal of radioactive waste in rock salt, several Safety Case elements need to be developed or integrated within the current Dutch context. For example, the characteristics of the Dutch radioactive waste intended for disposal has changed since the last Dutch research programme (“CORA”) has ended in 2000 (Hart, 2014). This implies that the previously considered Dutch facility concepts for disposal in rock salt have not yet been adapted to the newly regarded waste types such as spent fuel from research reactors and depleted uranium. Introducing these aspects into the next iteration of the salt Safety Case would also require an update of the post-closure safety assessment.

The OSSC project resulted in an updated mapping of salt deposits in the Netherlands, and recommendations for future development of the Dutch Salt Safety Case by reconsidering and revising the Safety Case aspects treated in the project. A roadmap was provided on how to build a first salt Safety Case in three consecutive steps within a period of 4 to 5 years. The recommendations comprise all aspects of a modern Safety Case and are intended to serve as a basis for a subsequent iteration of the Salt Safety Case for the disposal of radioactive waste in the Netherlands.
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The Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WIPP) has been developed by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) for the geologic (deep underground) disposal of transuranic (TRU) waste. Containment of TRU waste at the WIPP is regulated by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The DOE demonstrates compliance with the EPA containment requirements by means of performance assessment (PA) calculations. WIPP PA calculations estimate the probability and consequence of potential radionuclide releases from the repository for a regulatory period of 10,000 years after facility closure.

The WIPP has received and emplaced TRU waste since 1999 in rooms mined out of a bedded salt formation 2,150 feet below the surface. The geomechanical and hydrogeological behavior of salt are key components of the repository’s ability to safely sequester waste from the accessible environment. Salt properties such as creep and extremely low permeability make salt a natural barrier (Hansen and Leigh 2011). While the WIPP does not have a formal safety case, considerations of radionuclide releases to the surface and groundwater via various features, events, and processes (FEPs) are implicit to the PA approach (van Luik, et al. 2013). The PA methodology is key to a postclosure safety assessment and focuses on the quantitative evaluation of safety through the repository performance (MacKinnon, et al. 2012).

To symmetry to enable the use of two-dimensional computational grids to describe the three-dimensional repository. Using these 2-D grids makes fluid and gas flow calculations highly efficient and the resulting system has an acceptable spatial resolution for compliance calculations. However, advances in computational power have sparked the creation of efficient 3-D subsurface flow codes that can take advantage of parallel computing platforms.

PFLATRON is an open-source, state-of-the-art massively parallel subsurface flow and reactive transport code. A version of this code is being developed specifically for WIPP PA in order to maintain the capabilities of the current flow and transport codes, as well as being expanded to include new capabilities such as miscible multi-phase flow and heat transfer. The use of the PFLATRON code represents a major change to PA software capabilities and is one that will allow simplification of the PA code structure, greater spatial resolution in the computational grids, as well as flexibility in possible repository configuration. The result of the modernization effort will be a state-of-the-art subsurface flow and transport capability that will serve WIPP PA into the future.

Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, for the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000. This research is funded by WIPP programs administered by the Office of Environmental Management (EM) of the U.S Department of Energy.
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An essential task of performance assessment of radioactive waste repositories is to predict radionuclide release into the environment. For such a quantitative assessment, the Channel Network Model and the corresponding computer program, CHAN3D, have been used to simulate radionuclide transport in crystalline bedrocks. Recent studies suggest, however, that the model may tend to underestimate the rock retarding capability, because it ignores the presence of stagnant water zones, STWZs, situated in the fracture plane. Once considered, the STWZ can provide additional surface area over which radionuclides diffuse into the rock matrix and thereby contribute to their retardation.

The main objective of this communication is to extend the Channel Network Model and its computer implementation to account for diffusion into STWZs and their adjacent rock matrices.

The overall impact of STWZs in retarding radionuclide transport is primarily investigated through a deterministic calculation of far-field releases at Forsmark, Sweden. Over the time-scale of the repository safety assessments, radionuclide breakthrough curves are calculated for increasing STWZ width. It is shown that the presence of STWZs enhances the retardation of most long-lived radionuclides except for $^{36}$Cl and $^{129}$I.

The rest of the study is devoted to the probabilistic calculation of radionuclide transport in fractured rocks. The model that is developed for transport through a single channel is embedded into a network of channels and new computer codes are provided for the CHAN3D. The program is used to I) simulate the tracer test experiment performed at Aspö HRL, STT-1 and II) investigate the short- and long-term effect of diffusion into STWZs. The required data for the model are obtained from detailed hydraulic tests in boreholes intersecting the rock mass where the tracer tests were made.

The simulation results fairly well predict the release of the sorbing tracer $^{137}$Cs. It is found that over the short time-scale of the tracer experiment, the effect of diffusion into STWZs is not as pronounced as that of matrix diffusion directly from the flow channel, and the latter remains the main retarding mechanism. Predictions for longer time-scale, tens of years and more, show that the effect of STWZs becomes strong and tends to increase with transport time. It is shown that over the long times of interest for safety assessment of radioactive waste repositories, STWZs can substantially contribute to radionuclide retardation, though for the short time-scales the impact is not very strong and is not expected to affect the results of short-term field experiments.
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Efficient Management of Safety Assessment Calculations – Electronic Input Data and Results Application (EDR)
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Quantitative analyses based on deterministic or probabilistic model calculations are one fundamental building block for assessing the post-closure safety of deep geological repository systems (NEA, 2013). Results may also be incorporated into site selection processes as e.g., in Stage 2 of the Swiss Sectoral Plan for Deep Geological Repositories (Nagra, 2014) or as discussed more generically in the VerSi project (AF-Consult, 2010).

Generally, deterministic and even more so probabilistic modeling approaches for safety analyses are bound to lead to a large number of numerical simulations to be managed. In order to satisfy the requirements on traceability and transparency of safety assessments (e.g., IAEA, 2012), it is thus critical to keep track along any simulation chain from the original input to its final output and to ensure the consistency between generic conceptual models, their mathematical and numerical implementation, the model input data, the simulation results, the post-processed results, and the reporting.

The electronic input data and results application (EDR) is a specifically designed web-based application used to browse through the input data and results of safety assessment calculations. The application runs in a web browser and may be supplied online or on a data carrier for offline use. It features interactive charts, which may be exported as high resolution graphics for insertion into technical reports.

By providing easy access to calculation cases, input data, input files and post-processed results, it satisfies the above-mentioned requirements on traceability and transparency. It has become a valuable tool in the context of the Swiss Sectoral Plan for Deep Geological Repositories (Nagra, 2014), where it serves multiple stakeholders:

- Modelers performing quality assurance of calculations,
- the implementer when compiling the post-closure safety assessment, and
- regulatory authorities when evaluating the implementer's safety assessment calculations.

The EDR facilitates tremendously the systematic comparison of calculation results and has thus proven particularly useful for gaining a thorough systems understanding and for consistency checks. In order to cope with evolving data in the course of a safety assessment project, updating of the EDR is automated as much as possible, thus guaranteeing consistency from input data to output graphics and reporting at all stages. Even though the link from data release to input files must be assured manually, the simple features for input file comparison and input data access are improving the associated quality assurance.

Experience with the EDR in Switzerland demonstrates its strength as a common communication base among multiple stakeholders.
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In order to prevent that fluids get in contact with radioactive waste emplaced in an underground repository, the integrity of the geotechnical barriers under different safety-relevant scenarios needs to be demonstrated. One possible safety-relevant scenario is the impact of an earthquake on the geotechnical barrier.

Earthquakes are tectonic movements caused by fracture formations in the earth’s crust. The sudden energy release of the fracturing processes generates transient, elastic waves that propagate and can cause massive tremors. According to current designs, gravel is to be implemented in several sections of the shaft sealing elements to act as porous reservoirs. At the same time, the gravel column can act as abutment for bentonite sealing elements installed on top of it. Sealing elements made of bentonite are not installed cohesively with the rock contour and, thus, need an abutment to ensure their effectiveness. The tremors of an earthquake can further compact the gravel, which leads to a settling of the material, which in turn can compromise its effectiveness as an abutment. For a proper funcioning of the bentonite sealing element it is, thus, necessary to limit the settling of the underlying gravel column to appropriately small dimensions.

The settling of granular material can be calculated analytically using the silo theory, and the additional settling due to the impact of an earthquake can be determined to some extent. However, an analytical assessment has several disadvantages. The objective is to determine to what extent the settling of a gravel column due to an earthquake can be estimated by means of computer codes. This would allow the verification of existing estimates and the evaluation of the suitability of new technical concepts.

The particle-based code PFC\textsuperscript{20} was used for calculation. PFC\textsuperscript{20} is able both to simulate granular media and to solve the equations of motion of individual particles by taking the dynamics into account.

First, representative particle samples were generated consisting of gravel particles of different sizes and shapes. Photo-optical analysis was preformed to derive important input parameters for model generation, and the so-called clumps were used to simulate the sizes and shapes of the gravel particles. Then, calibration work was performed to simulate the friction and displacement behavior of the gravel particles realistically.

To validate the model, the gravitational settling behavior and the silo effect of a 45-meters-high gravel column was calculated and compared with the analytical solution. It was shown that the processes that are responsible for the silo effect are simulated realistically. The characteristic stress gradient across the height of the column is comparable with analytical results based on Janssen’s equation (1895).

Finally, dynamic simulations were carried out using a realistic seismic load on the gravel column generated. With increasing distance from the base toward the top of the gravel column, wave amplitudes are weakened continuously due to displacement and damping processes. Particle movements within the gravel column decrease significantly and the system approaches a static state after dynamic excitation. In the upper area, particle movements occur due to settling arising from particle movements in the underlying parts. Overall, a settling of about 16 cm can be measured 30 s after dynamic excitation.
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In the safety assessment of nuclear waste disposal sites we have a look on different geochemical processes in the near and far field of a conceivable disposal site. These processes include sorption and incorporation as possible mechanisms of radionuclide retention in a worst case scenario of an ingress of groundwater. Various minerals in the host rocks as well as primary and secondary phases in the geotechnical barrier were investigated under these conditions elsewhere. Calcite (CaCO₃) can be found in every section of the containment and has a couple of features, which makes it interesting for further investigations. A high retention potential because of high sorption capacity as well as the possibility to incorporate guest ions into the crystal lattice at the Ca-ion position is distinctive for calcite [Schmidt 2008, Marques Fernandes 2008]. The long-lived radionuclides (e.g. Pu, Am) determine the long-term radiotoxicity, which defines the considered timespan of the safety analysis. The trivalent radionuclides have an affinity to calcite because of their chemical properties (ionic charge and radius).

To investigate this affinity we conducted different experiments – coprecipitation and batch studies over various periods of time. We can show, that the incorporation of radionuclides and their homologues is dependent on several parameters: i.e. the grain size and specific surface area of calcite, amount and composition of impurities in the calcite and in the background solution. To investigate the structural incorporation we used site-selective timeresolved laser-induced fluorescence spectroscopy with Europium, which serves as a homologue for the trivalent radionuclides because of its great spectroscopic usability [Binnemans 2015] and its similar chemical behavoir. With this method we can distinguish between sorption of the Europium ion onto the calcite surface and incorporation into the crystal bulk by figuring out the amount of water molecules in the first coordination shell of the Europium ion – if there is no water left, incorporation took place. Furthermore we perform X-ray surface diffraction with two high resolution methods, crystal truncation rod and resonant anomalous X-ray-reflectivity. Our experiments were run in situ, which means we have a thin solution film above the crystal. We can demonstrate the influence of different background electrolytes (sodium nitrate and sodium iodate) on calcite, which cause a significant surface destabilisation and hence a modification or prevention of sorption and incorporation mechanism. These results are important to examine sorption and structural incorporation on calcite as a process of radionuclide retention in the near and far field of nuclear waste disposal sites.

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram of radionuclides adsorbed or incorporated onto/into calcite
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As a potentially superior material for sealing radioactive waste repositories in clay formations, a mixture of excavated claystone and bentonite was investigated.

Experimental results

The Callovo-Oxfordian claystone excavated from the Bure-URL was mixed with the expansive bentonite MX80 in different ratios. These claystone-bentonite mixtures were comprehensively characterized with respect to sealing properties such as compacted density, water uptake and retention capacity, swelling potential, hydraulic conductivity, and gas migration after full water saturation. The mixtures with a low bentonite content of 20% and 40%, respectively, were compared with pure bentonite and a bentonite-sand mixture with a high bentonite content of 70%. The main results are summarized in the following table.

Properties of the studied sealing materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compacted seal mixtures</th>
<th>Claystone-bentonite (50/50)</th>
<th>Claystone-bentonite (40/60)</th>
<th>Bentonite-sand (70/30)</th>
<th>Bentonite (80/20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry density (g/cm³)</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water permeability (m²)</td>
<td>1.10⁻¹⁹ (50/50)</td>
<td>6.10⁻²⁰ (40/60)</td>
<td>2.10⁻²⁰ (70/30)</td>
<td>5.10⁻²¹ (80/20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling pressure (MPa)</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas breakthrough pressure (MPa)</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>&gt;7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assembled seals</th>
<th>Claystone-bentonite-sand (60/30/10)</th>
<th>Bentonite-sand (70/30/0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dry density (g/cm³)</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water permeability (m²)</td>
<td>1.10⁻¹⁸</td>
<td>1.10⁻¹⁸</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling pressure (MPa)</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gas breakthrough pressure (MPa)</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The test results indicate a favourable sealing behaviour of the claystone-bentonite mixture. While this mixture is comparable with the other materials in terms of compacted density, water permeability, and swelling pressure, it shows a particularly low gas breakthrough pressure after full water saturation. In contrast, the gas breakthrough pressures of the compacted bentonite and the bentonite-sand mixture were found to be quite high, either at the swelling or confining pressures or even above. This implies that gases produced by anoxic corrosion of waste containers and other metallic components within the repositories cannot pass the bentonite-based seals until the pressure exceeds the high gas breakthrough threshold. The major concern about high gas pressures compromising the integrity of the geological-engineered barrier system can thus be disregarded utilising claystone-bentonite mixtures for sealing.

Modelling results

Based on the experimental results, adequate constitutive models and parameters were derived for the sealing materials if necessary. Their hydro-mechanical behaviour observed in the experiments was modelled using the computer code CODE_BRIGHT. The resulting material models and parameters were then used for a preliminary prediction of the long-term performance of a drift seal.

The model predictions concerned a drift seal of 40 m length and a diameter of 9.5 m at a depth of 500 m. The EDZ surrounding the seal was characterized by relatively high permeabilities decreasing in three steps from 5·10⁻¹⁸ m² to 1·10⁻¹⁹ m² with distance from the drift wall up to a depth of 3 m (Fig. 1). The intact rock had a permeability of 1·10⁻²⁰ m². Equivalent separate models were used to study the sealing behaviour of the claystone-bentonite mixture, pure bentonite and bentonite-sand mixture.

The following operational phases related to a drift seal in a repository were regarded in the models:

1. Excavation and support of the drift within 6 months
2. Operational phase of the drift over 100 years
3. Removal of the support lining within a month
4. Installation of the seal and long-term interaction with the EDZ and the rock.
The most important process is the water uptake of the seal, with which the sealing functions develop. Fig. 2a illustrates the evolution of water saturation in the seal centre of the selected sealing materials. The water saturation of the bentonite increases rapidly to 85% during the first 400 years, while the saturation of the other two mixtures are relatively slow showing after the same time period only a saturation of 70% for the claystone-bentonite seal and of 63% for the bentonite-sand seal. Full saturation requires a much longer time, namely over 2600 years for the claystone-bentonite seal, 2800 years for the bentonite and 2900 years for the bentonite-sand seal. The saturation durations are comparable for all the sealing materials.

In correspondence with the water saturation, swelling pressure built up in each seal (Fig. 2b). After 400 years of water uptake, different swelling pressures are reached in the seals: 3 MPa in the bentonite, 2 MPa in the claystone-bentonite and 1.2 MPa in the bentonite-sand seal. The maximum values achieved after full water saturation were 4.5 MPa for the bentonite and 3.0 MPa for the bentonite-sand seal as well as for the claystone-bentonite seal. A fast development of swelling pressure is desired to ensure an early high degree of sealing in the EDZ.

Conclusions
The laboratory investigations and the model predictions suggest that the claystone-bentonite mixture is a favourable alternative material to pure bentonite and bentonite-sand mixtures for the safe sealing of repositories in clay formations.
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Investigation of CH and HM material behaviour of cement based sealing materials in rock salt
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For the safe disposal of heat emitting radioactive waste in Germany the disposal in deep geological formations is foreseen. Main tasks are the isolation of the radioactive waste from the biosphere and the permanent safe enclosure of the waste in the containment providing rock zone (CRZ) as stipulated by the safety requirements of the former German Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Nuclear Safety from September 2010.

The geological barrier is inevitably disturbed by mining activities during repository construction, thereby providing potential pathways for the migration of radionuclides. In order to ensure the safe containment of the waste, drifts and shafts have to be sealed with plugs consisting of adequate construction materials. The sealing capability of these plugs depends on the structurally engineered properties of the material itself and on the long-term interaction between the plug and the host rock. Furthermore, the sealing capability is influenced by potentially inflowing brines.

In the DOPAS Full-Scale Demonstration of Plugs and Seals project, 14 partner organisations from 8 European countries co-operate to perform important demonstration activities in plugging and sealing. These activities are also a part of each participant’s national long-term R&D programmes and are therefore jointly funded by Euratom’s Seventh Framework Programme and national funding organisations. The demonstration experiments are partially or entirely implemented during the DOPAS project lifetime from 2012 to 2016.

On behalf of BMWi, the national funding organisation for R&D work related to radioactive waste management, GRS is investigating sealing and backfilling materials planned to be utilised in salt and clay formations. The programme aims at providing experimental data needed for the theoretical analysis of the long-term sealing capacity of these materials. According to current R&D work on the salt option, the shaft and drift seal components considered in Germany comprise seal components consisting of MgO and cement based salt concrete.

Hence, GRS is investigating cement- and magnesium oxide-based sealing materials in several chemical-hydraulic tests. These tests aim at analysing diffusive and advective transport mechanisms and their influence on the corrosion of concrete in contact with NaCl- and Mg-rich brines. Tests are executed on two types of specimens, i.e. pure concrete samples and combined samples which consist of a concrete core placed in a rock salt hollow cylinder.

The combined system represents a sealing system in rock salt at laboratory scale. NaCl-solution was axially injected into a combined sample with a salt concrete core at constant hydrostatic loading. When the permeability of the contact zone was reduced from its initial value of 1.0EXP-13 m² to around 1.0EXP-18 m², the injection fluid was changed to a Mg-rich-solution and hydrostatic loading was reduced. Subsequently permeability decreased by one order of magnitude. This phenomenon results from precipitation of brucite as evidenced by former investigations at GRS. As a consequence pores are clogged by brucite and the pH of the pore fluid decreases to 8-9.

After two months of contact with Mg-rich-solution the permeability starts to increase again. Due to the pH decrease, portlandite becomes instable and dissolves. After complete dissolution of portlandite, the pH decreases further and stabilizing CSH-phases dissolve /NIE 14/.

40
Experiments using combined samples with a salt concrete core have shown that the presence of NaCl-solution can result in a complete closure of the contact zone. If the contact zone is not closed completely Mg-rich-solutions lead to a corrosion of salt concrete as described and the sealing element loses its sealing function.

Another question, which is currently investigated, is if a permeability increase can also occur after a complete closure of the contact zone. This is currently investigated. The knowledge and understanding of corrosion processes of cement-based sealing materials and at the contact zone between sealing element and host rock is of essential importance for the forecast of the sealing capacity of a disposal system. Especially the corrosion at the contact zone by saline brines could generate a preferred pathway for radionuclides and could compromise the sealing function. Hence, chemical-hydraulic corrosion processes need to be considered in a safety case for deep geological repositories.

/NIE 14/
Cementitious materials are widely used in nuclear waste management, for example for the solidification of low and intermediate level wastest, as construction and backfill material in underground and surface repositories, or in certain waste containers, for example, as buffer in the Belgian Supercontainer. The migration behaviour of radionuclides in cementitious materials is controlled by radionuclide solubility phenomena, diffusion, interface processes such as surface complexation, or incorporation of radionuclides into solid phases, including the formation of solid solutions. Within the frame of the EC-funded Horizon2020 research project CEBAMA (www.cebama.eu), we study the uptake of selected safety relevant long-lived fission and decay products such as I-129, Tc-99, Se-79, and Ra-226 in cementitious systems, using advanced micro analytical and spectroscopic tools. The objective of these investigations is to enhance the mechanistic understanding of the radionuclide uptake and retention in cementitious materials and to evaluate the relevance of cement alteration processes, such as carbonation, on the solid speciation of radionuclides in aged concrete. Within this context, a bottom-up approach is being pursued, studying the radionuclide interaction with synthesised cement phases (model phases), such as calcium silicate hydrates (CSH) with different Ca/Si ratios, monosulfate (AFm) and ettringite (AFt) phases on the one hand, and hardened cement pastes with different compositions (e.g. CEM I and CEM V) on the other.

In this paper, we report initial results of the uptake of Ra-226, Tc-99, and molybdenum by single model phases, namely CSH, AFt/m, and hydrogarnet. The phases were synthesised under argon atmosphere, using well established procedures (e.g. Atkins et al. 1991, 1992; Baur et al. 2004). The sorption/uptake kinetics of radium, molybdenum and technetium by the model phases were studied in static batch experiments under anoxic conditions. Experiments performed for up to 50 days indicate a very strong retention of radium by CSH phases, whereas the interaction in systems with AFt and AFm is significantly weaker, exhibiting also slower uptake kinetics. In contrast, only a negligible uptake of technetium, present as TcVII in solution, by the various model phases was observed. Micro analytical investigations of the radionuclide distribution in the solids by TEM, ToF-SIMS, and APT are in progress.

The results of this ongoing study will lead to a better understanding of the uptake and retention mechanisms of safety relevant radionuclides in cementitious barriers and materials and thus contribute to the scientific basis of the safety case for deep geological disposal of nuclear wastes.
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Geological disposal of high-level radioactive wastes in Boom Clay in the Netherlands: Evaluation of waste form corrosion behaviour for the generic OPERA safety case
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Focal point of the Dutch research programme into geological disposal of radioactive waste (OPERA – Onderzoeks Programma Eindberging Radioactief Afval) is the development of conditional safety cases for a generic repository in the Tertiary Boom Clay and Zechstein rocksalt formations in the Netherlands. The generic disposal concept for high-level radioactive waste (HLW) in Boom Clay pursued within OPERA is based on the Belgian supercontainer concept (Verhoef et al. 2014). In this concept, the engineered barrier system makes extensive use of cementitious materials (i) in the supercontainer buffer, (ii) as backfilling grout, and (iii) in the disposal gallery linings. Thus the near-field conditions in the post closure phase will be controlled by the interaction of Boom Clay porewater with cementitious materials, leading to anoxic and highly alkaline conditions in the long-term.

The HLW inventory for the OPERA safety case comprises in particular vitrified wastes (HLW glass), i.e. predominantly R7T7 glasses from spent nuclear fuel reprocessing in La Hague, France, and, to a lesser extend, glasses from the reprocessing of commercial nuclear fuels in Sellafield, UK. Spent research reactor fuels relevant within OPERA are aluminium cladded plate-shaped dispersion type fuels consisting of uranium-aluminide (UAₓ) or uranium-silicide (UₓSi₃) fuel particles dispersed in an aluminium matrix, containing high enriched uranium (up to 95 wt.% ²³⁵U) or low-enriched uranium (up to 20 wt.% ²³⁵U), respectively. Moreover, spent uranium targets from molybdenum isotope production, and non-heat generating wastes such as compacted hulls and ends from fuel assemblies, are included in the HLW inventory.

In this paper we present and discuss the results of the evaluation of the corrosion behaviour of and the radionuclide release from vitrified HLW and spent research reactor fuels under the disposal conditions expected in a geological repository in Boom Clay in the Netherlands. The overall aim of this project was to assess relevant waste form degradation processes and mechanism, and to derive and quantify waste form corrosion rates and source terms for safety relevant radionuclides for the disposed HLW, in support of the generic OPERA post closure safety assessments. The results address directly the safety function "delay and attenuation of releases" relevant after the failure of the waste canisters (i.e. after the physical containment phase) when the waste forms come into contact with the near-field water.
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Site characterisation and synthesis into SDMs – Development of NUMO's pre-selection site-specific safety case (NUMO 2015 Safety Case)
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In the aftermath of the natural disaster and nuclear accidents in 2011, the social environment of development of a geological disposal project has changed dramatically in Japan. NUMO has been required to develop the technical basis for such changes within the boundary conditions for the national geological disposal project. This is coupled to a more detailed consideration of how any such sites would be characterised in order to ensure their suitability. Whilst the government initiatives to identify scientifically suitable areas have been ongoing, NUMO has developed a pre-selection site-specific safety case (NUMO 2015 Safety Case). This provides a comprehensive overview of the technical basis required to demonstrate the feasibility and long-term safety of geological disposal at sites whose availability results from either open volunteering or the acceptance of government encouragement. As such, it is required to demonstrate a state-of-the-art knowledge base of all relevant geological environments in Japan and a clear ability to characterise them to the degree required and develop a repository concept to the conditions identified. Preliminary repository design and safety assessment are undertaken on the basis of realistic models of potential host rock settings.

During the process of identifying a suitable repository site over the three stages (i.e., literature survey, preliminary investigation and detailed investigation) specified in the relevant national law, focus concentrates on precluding potentially significant impacts of natural disruptive events and processes on the geological environment and, in parallel, characterising the long-term stability of the host geological environment. Basic strategies and advanced methodologies for both preclusion and characterisation have thus been demonstrated in a logical fashion.

The relevant site information required for the subsequent repository design and safety assessment has been integrated into consistent site descriptive models (SDMs) representing the key characteristics and processes (including their temporal and spatial evolution) at a range of sites. Five major rock types that commonly occur with sufficient spatial extent in Japan have been characterised in the light of structural and THMC (thermal, hydrological, rock mechanical and geochemical) features – which are of significance to geological disposal – that include potential groundwater pathways, thermal conductivity, hydraulic conductivity, uniaxial compressive strength, chemical buffering capacity etc. They have then been categorised into three groups (plutonic rocks, Neogene sedimentary rocks and Pre-Neogene sedimentary rocks) by focussing on distinct characteristics and properties. Geological and hydrogeological SDMs have been developed stepwise for each of the types of potential host rock settings, first, at a scale of several tens of kilometres to allow definition of the location and layout of a repository, second, at several kilometres for assessing groundwater flow through the potential host rock and, third, at several hundreds of metres for more precisely designing the repository. Critical information (e.g., fracture density and hydraulic conductivities) represented quantitatively in the SDMs is derived from a realistic and comprehensive dataset of deep geological environments at particular sites in Japan. In addition, the temporal evolution of the sites has been conceptualised, which serves as a basis for deriving scenarios of how they will evolve further into the future.
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Design, analysis and performance assessment of potential repositories for high-level radioactive waste in rock salt formations require knowledge of thermal, mechanical, and fluid transport properties of reconsolidating granular salt (Hansen et al. 2014) which is the candidate backfill material. The current German regulation stipulates that the radioactive waste must be contained safely in a defined rock zone surrounding the mine openings. This represents a substantial change from safety considerations in the past. As a result the time-dependent barrier function of granular salt backfill has gained more attention. Over time the crushed salt will be consolidated by convergence of the rock. It needs to be demonstrated irrevocably that a porosity in the range of a few per cent or less is reached and, thus, a permeability low enough to fulfill the barrier function.

Mechanical and hydraulic properties of reconsolidating salt are functions of porosity. Requirements for reliable porosity predictions are:

- A sound understanding of the phenomena occurring in backfill consolidation, including both instantaneous effects and time-dependent deformation. The relevant microscopic processes (e.g. grain breakage, dislocation creep, pressure solution) are influenced by material properties and initial conditions (mineralogy, grain size distribution, initial porosity, solution content) and boundary conditions (stress state, deformation rate, temperature),
- constitutive models that enable us to adequately simulate these processes, and
- a good experimental database to validate and calibrate the models.

A group of DAEF partners (GRS, DBE TEC, IfG and TUC) have teamed up with BGR to form an initiative on crushed salt compaction. The objective of this group is to take an inventory of the existing material models and experimental database and to develop a strategy for future investigations. The ultimate aim is to enable a reliable prediction and assessment of the thermo-mechanical behaviour of crushed salt and the consequence on its hydraulic behaviour.

The capabilities of existing constitutive models for the thermo-mechanical behaviour of crushed salt were last evaluated in 1995 (Callahan et al. 1995). Later, in the frame of the Bambus project, several models were compared with measurement results of the in-situ experiment. (Bechthold et al. 1999, 2004). Ever since, several models have been modified or further developed, e.g., the models of Sjaardema & Krieg, Hein, Heemann, Olivella & Gens, and Zhang. For some of them, different modifications are available.

While these models differ in terms of their mathematics and capabilities, they have one restriction in common: They have only been partially calibrated and qualified for the intermediate porosity range (down to 10%), but not for the low porosities (<5%) that are crucial for the barrier function of the backfill.

This shortcoming is connected to the scarcity of reliable and systematic experimental data in the low porosity range. In the DAEF working group, the existing data are collected and organized. The data requirements for model validation and data shortcomings are identified to develop a strategy for completing the database with laboratory experiments conducted under conditions that ensure maxi-
mum reliability, comparability, and usefulness for model improvement, validation and calibration. This applies to sample preparation, experiment set-up and conduction.

A review of the current state of scientific knowledge of crushed salt consolidation is currently in preparation, focusing on the following topics:

- Classification of available experimental data sets regarding their reliability in the low porosity range and suitability for model validation and calibration,
- Recommendations for completing the experimental database,
- Comparison and classification of available constitutive models, and
- Development of a strategy to calibrate, benchmark and improve the models.

This presentation will describe the outcome of the initiative’s work.
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Northern Central Europe is considered as a low seismicity area, but there are several historic earthquakes with intensities of up to VII that have occurred in this region during the last 1200 years (Leydecker, 2011) for which the trigger has not been sufficiently investigated yet. Our study combines historic earthquake epicentres with the most recent fault maps and shows that the historic seismicity is related to major reverse faults of Late Cretaceous age. The spatial and temporal distribution of earthquake epicentres (episodic clusters that migrate) indicates that northern Central Europe behaves like a typical intraplate tectonic region, as demonstrated for other intraplate settings such as China or the eastern USA (Liu et al., 2011). We suggest that many faults in Central Europe (like the Osning Thrust, the Gardelegen Fault and the Haldensleben Fault) are so-called postglacial faults (pre-existing faults that were reactivated due to stress changes induced by the decay of the Pleistocene ice-sheet), though they developed outside the glaciated area.

We tested our hypothesis with finite-element models that describe the process of glacial isostatic adjustment (GIA). The change in Coulomb failure stress ($\delta$CFS) was calculated to determine the minimum stress required to reactivate the fault. A negative $\delta$CFS value indicates that the fault is stable, while a positive value means that GIA stress is potentially available to induce faulting or cause fault instability or failure unless temporarily released by an earthquake. The modelling results suggest that most earthquakes are related to GIA since almost all graphs for northern Germany show a change from negative to positive values during the deglaciation phase (Brandes et al., 2015). This is supported by geological field evidence of deglaciation seismicity (Brandes et al., 2012, Brandes & Winsemann, 2013). We have developed the first consistent model that can explain the occurrence of deglaciation seismicity and the historic earthquakes in northern Central Europe. Analysing the causes of intraplate earthquakes in northern Central Europe is of great societal relevance and an understanding of the driving mechanisms behind this type of seismicity is an important step towards a hazard risk evaluation.
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In August 2015, the German government approved the national programme for the responsible and safe management of spent fuel and radioactive waste proposed by the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation, Building and Reactor Safety, following a strategic environmental assessment and public consultation. However, a decision on the disposal concept for high-level waste is pending and an appropriate solution has to be developed with a balance in multiple aspects from the view of different stakeholders. In the decision process, evaluation of the risk of different waste management options and scenarios play a big role in the discussion. In this sense, quantitative calculations of radionuclide release and migration are necessary to evaluate the function of the various (geo-) engineered barriers included in the considered geological disposal concepts.

The objective of this work is to develop reactive transport models accounting for geochemical and physical processes taking place in the near-field of repositories for spent nuclear fuel (SNF) in deep geological formations under the presumed scenario that water intrusion takes place and radionuclides can be released. The modelling approach considers coupled processes which potentially occur during a period of thousands of years. The studied systems are implemented in the iCP interface (Nardi et al., 2014), which couples two different codes: COMSOL Multiphysics (COMSOL, 2014) and PHREEQC (Parkhurst and Appelo, 2013).

The multi-barrier systems considered are emplaced in two different host rocks (i.e. rock salt and claystone) and are composed of the waste form (SNF), steel canister, backfilling (crushed rock salt and bentonite, resp.), concrete liner (in claystone) and cement sealing (Ordinary Portland Cement and Sorel Cement, resp.) as well as the adjacent host rock.

Simulation calculations are performed in a fully saturated isothermal system (298 K) assuming solubility limited aqueous concentrations for Th, U, Np, Pu, Am and Tc as radionuclide source term in the vicinity of the waste canisters. Various geochemical initial boundary conditions are considered.

Geometrical and transport parameters (i.e. diffusion), including the discretization of the system, are implemented in 2D in COMSOL. The geochemical conceptual model (e.g. redox conditions, pH, salinity and composition of intruding solutions and porewater) is set up in PHREEQC. Chemical reactions of major components and radionuclides at equilibrium are simulated using parameters and data from the appropriate thermodynamic database (i.e. ThermoChimie or Thereda). Steel corrosion is considered to be kinetically controlled. Radionuclide sorption (cation exchange and surface complexation) and competition effects with the major species of the background (e.g. Ca, Mg, Fe) is also assessed.

A mechanistic migration model is defined independently for each radioactive element in each barrier. As an example, the Am(III) source term in the claystone system is modelled by assuming carbonate or hydroxide phases as limiting solubility phases. Sorption and precipitation in the different barriers is taken into account. The results show that the migration of Am(III) is significantly retarded by sorption in the interface between the bentonite buffer material and the canister corrosion products.
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Lessons learnt from the EC ACTINET and TALISMAN projects performed at KIT-INE
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In order to assess the long-term safety of nuclear waste disposal options, geochemical expertise is often indispensable as many geochemically driven processes will decisively control the release of radionuclides from a repository. Over the last decades, the scientific understanding of radionuclide mobilization and retention processes was significantly improved, largely owing to the use of advanced spectroscopic and analytical techniques. The use of innovative technical tools allows researchers to derive the required process understanding at the molecular level which is at the very core of reliable and robust geochemical predictions. Research work on radioactive substances additionally requires dedicated facilities which are properly licensed and equipped to handle the potentially highly hazardous materials.

The need of ensuring access for a wide user and research community to selected large experimental infrastructures equipped with state-of-art analytical equipment dedicated to working with radionulides was identified previously. Consequently, a series of projects were developed on an international level, namely the ACTINET and the recently finalized TALISMAN (http://www.talisman-project.eu) projects. All these projects received funding from the European Commission. As these projects were not entirely restricted to studies pertaining to the Nuclear Waste Disposal Safety Case, a significant portion of the activities were clearly related to this topic.

The 36 months TALISMAN project (start January 2013) was following the positive experiences gained in the previous Actinet projects. TALISMAN featured a proposal system to fund and grant access of researchers to work at the 9 TALISMAN facilities, INE-Radlabs and INE-Beamline being two of them. In addition to the Joint Research Projects (JRP) in which the main experimental research was performed and which were usually developed bilaterally between the visiting scientists and the collaborating Pooled Facility experts, a series of summer-schools and workshops were organised in TALISMAN with a clear focus of dissemination and education.

KIT-INE was involved in both the ACTINET and TALISMAN projects as a Pooled Facility. The experience gained during the projects and the many Joint Research Projects realized with external partners at KIT-INE are very positive, both from a genuine scientific perspective and in view of increased networking, exchange and productive synergies. JRP activities at KIT-INE were using the radiochemical laboratories of KIT-INE equipped with spectroscopic and analytical tools and the INE-beamline for Actinide Research at ANKA with a unique technical infrastructure.

Within this contribution to DAEF, selected R&D highlights from JRPs performed at KIT-INE will be presented in order to exemplify the remarkable output and excellent scientific quality. Topics restrict to the nuclear waste disposal context and cover (i) fundamental actinide chemistry relevant to assess radionuclide source terms, (ii) XAS studies at ANKA on repository relevant systems, (iii) use of analytical tools to investigate radionuclide chemistry in real systems, and (iv) an example from the context of decommissioning of nuclear facilities. Further activities at KIT-INE focussing on computational actinide chemistry with the aim of strengthening links and synergies between theory and experimental studies, are also presented.

The main lesson learnt from the participation of KIT-INE in the ACTINET and TALISMAN projects is, that there is definitely a strong need of both the national and international research communities to have advanced and technically innovative experimental tools and
infrastructures available, allowing dedicated research in support of the Nuclear Waste Disposal Safety Case. In the specific applied context of the German “Energiewende” this demand is further accentuated by the need to establish scientifically justified options for the safe disposal of nuclear waste and support the development of optimized decommissioning technologies, i.e. targeting waste volume reduction.

Main conclusions:

- It is mandatory that large innovative experimental infrastructures and advanced radiochemical laboratories are maintained and further developed on a national level. This is a key component in support of the Nuclear Waste Disposal Safety Case, largely independent of the potential host rock formations and repository concepts.

- An excellent tool to support young researchers during PhD work or early PostDoc careers is offering access to advanced experimental research infrastructures. This is valuable both in view of extending the available scientific methods, and in the broader context of knowledge maintenance and promoting young talent.

- The EC funded ACTINET and TALISMAN projects highlight the significant scientific and technical synergies gained from improved networking on an international, i.e. European, level. Based upon the sharing of resources, expertise and experience within the frame of collaborative R&D actions, there is a clear added value and positive feedback meeting the specific requirements of national programmes.
CEBAMA – a EC Horizon 2020 funded collaborative Research Project on Cement-Based-Materials
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Cebama is a research and innovation action granted by the European Atomic Energy Community in support of the implementation of the first-of-the-kind geological repositories. The 4-year project, started 1st of June 2015, is carried out by a consortium of 27 partners consisting of large Research Institutions, Universities, one TSO (Technical and Scientific Support Organizations), and one SME (small medium enterprise) from 9 EURATOM Signatory States, Switzerland and Japan. National Waste Management Organizations support Cebama by co-developing the work plan, participating in the End-User Group, granting co-funding to some beneficiaries, and providing for knowledge and information transfer.

The overall strategic objective of Cebama is to support the implementation of geological disposal by significantly improving the knowledge base for the Safety Case for European repository concepts. R&D in Cebama is largely independent of specific disposal concepts and addresses different types of host rocks, as well as bentonite. Cebama is not focusing on one specific cementitious material, but aims at studying a variety of important cement-based materials in order to provide insight on general processes and phenomena which can then be transferred to different applications and projects. Specific objectives of Cebama are summarized as follows:

- Improve validity of numerical models to predict changes in transport processes as a result of chemical degradation. Support advanced data interpretation and process modelling, covering mainly issues responsible for the changes in transport properties.

Work in Cebama is organized in 3 scientific/technical work packages (WP): WP1 – Experiments on interface processes and the impact on physical properties (leader: E. Holt, F. Claret, U. Mäder; WP2 – Radionuclide retention (B. Grambow); WP3 – Interpretation & Modelling (A. Idiart). In addition, WP4 is on Documentation, Knowledge Management, Dissemination and Training (A. Valls, L. Duro) and WP5 on Management (M. Altmaier, V. Montoya).

Cebama is offering the opportunity of external groups to join the project within the status of Associated Groups (AG). AGs participate in Cebama at their own costs with specific scientific/technical contributions or particular information exchange functions. AGs are invited to the Annual Project Workshops and receive access to the public deliverables and scientific technical information obtained in the project (contact: marcus.altmaier@kit.edu).

Information on Cebama and on upcoming Cebama project events is available at the project website at www.cebama.eu.
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From microscopic pore structures to transport properties in shales: a workshop co-organized by the NEA-OECD ClayClub
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A wide spectrum of argillaceous media are being considered in Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) member countries as potential host rocks for the final, safe, disposal of radioactive waste, and/or as major constituents of repository systems in which waste will be emplaced. In this context, the NEA established in 1990 a Working Group on Argillaceous Media, known informally as the "Clay Club". The Clay Club examines those various argillaceous rocks that are being considered for the deep disposal of radioactive waste, ranging from soft clays to indurated shales. These rocks exhibit a wide spectrum of characteristics which make them useful as barriers to the movement of water and solutes. Studies include clay media characterization and modeling. The one-day workshop was organized in conjunction with the EUROCLAY 2015 conference in Edinburgh and initiated by the NEA Clay Club, The Clay Minerals Society, and the Euroclay conference series. It was a follow-up of the 1st workshop organized in Karlsruhe in 2011 (NEA, 2013) and was intended to document the progress made over the last four years. Additionally, the shale gas and oil community is interested in the characterization of sediments and black shales from the core- to nano-scale, focusing on clay/ brine/organic interfaces and understanding how pore space evolves and effects the production potential of the shale system. Through characterizing fundamental properties such as nano-/micropore connectivity, all the way up to understanding transport and mechanical fracture properties of whole rock units, both communities (radioactive waste disposal community and shale gas community) are studying the geological materials with a shared set of tools, from quantum mechanics computer simulations, through advanced microscopy and diffraction methods, up to triaxial mechanical tests and large-scale transport models. The results show, that water flow, solute and gas transport and mechanical properties are largely determined by this microstructure, the spatial arrangement of the minerals and the chemical pore water composition. At the current level of knowledge, there is a strong need to improve the nanoscale description of the phenomena observed at the macroscopic scale. This presentation will give an overview of the outcome of the workshop discussing the current state-of-the-art of spectromicroscopic methods as well as modeling approaches and will point out to new developments in the field; details can be found in Schäfer et al. (2016). For a generic safety case this type of fundamental understanding and quantification of geochemical and physical processes that influence the mobility of the radionuclides in the geochemical environment imposed by the host rock is building confidence in the safety of a geological disposal facility.
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A responsible and safe management of radioactive residues, especially heat-generating waste from commercial nuclear power plants, is a complex subject of social controversies, unresolved conflicts and uncertainties. The interdisciplinary research platform “ENTRIA” (Röhlig et al. 2014) has been established to develop evaluation principles for comparison of different options for the management of heat-generating waste. Three generic disposal and storage concepts are studied in the research platform, i.e. controversies in deep geological formations with monitoring and retrievability measures, deep disposal without retrievability measures, and prolonged surface storage. Certain working scenarios in the storage / disposal facilities might lead to an enhanced level of radiation exposure for workers. Hence, a realistic estimation of the personal dose during individual working scenarios is desired.

In this study, individual dosimetry of personnel involved in emplacement of canisters with spent nuclear fuel (SNF) in a repository is modelled. In our model, POLLUX-10 casks (Janberg and Spilker 1998), each loaded with SNF discharged from pressurized water reactors, are emplaced in a horizontal drift of a repository in a deep rock salt complex. Geometrical and material parameters are adopted from a generic reference concept for disposal in rock salt (Stahlmann et al., 2014). An average waste inventory consisting of fuel rods of nine UOX and one MOX fuel assemblies are considered.

In our simulation method, the radiation field around the POLLUX-10 cask is calculated in terms of the ambient dose equivalent $H^*(10)$ with the general-purpose Monte Carlo N-Particle code MCNP6 (Pelowitz et al. 2013). For the waste inventory considered in this study, the radiation field inside the drift is dominated by neutrons. In addition, a strong impact on the total dose due to backscattered radiation by surrounding rock salt is determined in the simulations. As basis to estimate the personal exposure during individual working scenarios, a movable whole-body phantom (Pang et al. 2016) has been developed to describe individual body gestures of the workers during motion sequences. Our simulation method is applied to the working scenario for emplacement of a POLLUX-10 cask in a rock salt repository. The personal exposure was calculated with MCNP6 in terms of the personal dose equivalent $H_2(10)$. Due to the backscattered radiation, the usage of only one dosimeter in front of the chest can underestimate the personal dose, if the worker is not facing the direct radiation incidence, i.e. the POLLUX-10 cask. To reduce this effect, it is proposed to wear a second dosimeter at the back of the upper part of the body and to sum up the results of both dosimeters.

In continuation of this study, our simulation method will be applied to working scenarios regarding disposal of SNF in a POLLUX-3 cask in a generic repository in claystone and storage of SNF in CASTOR® in a generic surface facility.
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Pore morphology, grain microstructure and deformation mechanisms in claystones: relevance for predicting the long-term deformation and transport processes in host rocks for heat-generating nuclear waste
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A microphysics-based understanding of mechanical and fluid flow properties in mudrocks provides a sound basis for extrapolating constitutive equations beyond the time scales accessible in the laboratory, so that predictions of the evolution of host rocks for heat-generating nuclear waste can be made less uncertain. This requires imaging the microstructure at a range of scales as the microstructures are small heterogeneous. Broad Ion Beam (BIB) milling followed by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) imaging pro-vides access to these microstructures at nm resolution in large cross sections of up to several mm$^2$. BIB-SEM of naturally and experimentally deformed or Wood’s Metal injected samples allows study of deformation mechanisms and pore connectivity, respectively. The pore fluid distribution can be studied by integrating BIB-SEM with cryogenic techniques.

This contribution will show examples of these studies with Boom Clay, Opalinus Clay and Callo- Oxfordian clay, the three major potential host rocks in Europe. Our current work on deformation mechanisms focuses on experimental deformation with the integration of micro-CT based digital image correlation (DIC) techniques and BIB-SEM imaging of deformation microstructures to understand deformation mechanisms. Understanding of deformation mechanisms provides a micro-physical basis to explain the measured stress-strain curves, and also allows comparison with samples deformed in natural laboratories, to provide a basis for extrapolating laboratory-derived constitutive equations to long-term deformation.

Mudrocks display a poorly understood deformation behaviour transitional between rocks and soils. Although as a first approximation their plasticity can be described by similar pressure dependent failure envelopes, our results indicate that the full constitutive models describing their deformation and transport properties, especially over the long term should be quite different, due to the different deformation mechanisms. In weak, uncemented mudrocks with increasing effective stress the material’s compressive strength increases and the tendency for the formation of dilatant fractures decreases, finally resulting in strongly localized strain in non-dilatant shear zones. Deformation mechanisms are bending of clay plates and sliding along clay-clay contacts, with shear zones anastomosing around strong silt grains. Shear zones develop strong preferred orientation and we propose an important contribution of a poorly understood flow of nano-scale clay aggregates. There is no evidence for intragranular cracking.

In cemented, indurated mudrocks microcracking, brittle fractures, and cataclastic deformation is dominant even at high confining pressure. BIB-SEM shows a complex interplay of microcracking, bending and kinking of phyllosilicates, and grain refinement. Although with increasing confining pressure the tendency to dilate decreases, the gouge shows evidence of porosity development even at high confining pressure, requiring high strains for the development of a clay-rich gouge which can re-seal the initial dilatant fractures.
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THEREDA – uranium release
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THEREDA [1], a thermodynamic reference database designed to support the safety assessment of radioactive waste disposal in Germany: www.thereda.de. Namely it provides a mutually accepted base for predictive geochemical modeling of the solubility of all relevant toxic components in complex, highs saline aqueous solutions. Special emphasis is put on thermodynamic data along with suitable Pitzer coefficients. Registered users may either download single thermodynamic data or ready-to-use parameter files for the geochemical speciation codes EQ3/6, PHREEQC, Geochemist’s Workbench, and CHEMAPP.

The most recent data release (for 298.15 K) R09 covers U(IV/VI) in solutions of Na, Mg, Ca, K, Cl, SO4, CO3, HCO3, Si, thus being the first one combining two different oxidation states. It contains thermodynamic data for 25 solid phases (among them many secondary phases found in anthropogenic and natural analogues) and 24 aqueous complexes.

Data releases are accompanied by a set of benchmarks that not only help to track affects of database changes on predictive model results (and thereby also comparing the different speciation codes). These benchmarks, where the following two examples are drawn from, also highlight the quality of the released data.

The first example compares experimental results for the solubility of U(OH)4(am) in 1 m NaCl solution at 25 °C with predictions based on THEREDA and on the most recent Yucca Mountain Project database (YMP - one of the very few comprehensive thermodynamic database of actinides under brine conditions). Contrary to THEREDA, the latter does concerning U(IV) not contain thermodynamic data for aqueous species and only very few for minerals, with strastic implications for the predictive capabilities under reducing conditions.

The second example deals with solubility of Metaschoepite (a secondary U(VI) mineral) in 5 m NaCl solution. Deviating solubility constants (ΔlogK°sp ≈ 0.52) as well as different or missing data for the aquatic uranium(VI) speciation in the YMP database turned out to be the major reason for the observed discrepancies.
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Microstructure and Deformation of Opalinus Clay from the Main Fault in the Mont Terri Rock Laboratory (CH) – Some selected insights from electron microscopy
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Numerous geoscience disciplines evaluate the suitability of the Opalinus Clay formation (OPA) to host a repository for nuclear waste. Most of them benefit from or even rely on insight of the OPAs’ microstructure. In particular, hydro-mechanical studies profit from the understanding of microstructural processes.

In our poster contribution, we present a summary of our results in observing, describing and quantifying the microstructure of naturally and synthetically deformed OPA. Plus, we deduce its microstructural evolution and its underlying deformation mechanisms (Laurich, 2015; Laurich et al., in prep., 2016, 2014).

There are five major deformation features in OPA from the so-called Main Fault in the Mont Terri Rock Laboratory: (1) slickensides, which are in cross-sectional view associated to (2) a μm-thin zone of slickenside-parallel oriented particles, (3) gouge, (4) calcite and celestite veins and (5) scaly clay. We found a significant loss of porosity in gouge, veins and the thin shear zones compared to the protolith. Despite the small offset, we see indicators for all major deformation mechanisms. Most impact on strain is attributed to frictional sliding and rigid body rotation. However, trans-granular fracturing, dissolution-predication of calcite, clay particle neoformation and grain deformation by intracrystalline plasticity have also a significant contribution to the fabric evolution.

We provide a microphysical basis to relate microstructures to macroscopic observations of strength and permeability.

Numerical modellers of long-term deformation behaviour of clays should not rely on laboratory derived parameters only, but implement more time-dependent processes to obtain realistic hydro-mechanical properties, resulting in a viscous long-term deformation. Our findings are also relevant to earthquake research, in particular to scaly clay fabrics in accretionary prisms.
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Thermodynamic model for the solubility of tetravalent TcO$_2$·xH$_2$O(am) in the aqueous Tc$^{4+}$–Na$^+$–Mg$^{2+}$–Ca$^{2+}$–H$^+$–Cl$^-$–OH$^-$ system

E. Yalcintas, A. Baumann, X. Gaona, M. Altmaier, H. Geckeis

KIT-INE, Germany (marcus.altmaier@kit.edu).

Technetium–99 is a β–emitting radionuclide produced in nuclear reactors by the fission of $^{235}$U and $^{239}$Pu. Due to its significant inventory in spent fuel, long half-life ($t_{1/2} \sim 211,000$ a) and redox-sensitive character, $^{99}$Tc is an important radionuclide in Performance Assessment exercises of repositories for radioactive waste disposal. Under sub-oxic/oxidizing conditions, technetium exists as the highly soluble and mobile pertechnetate anion (TcO$_4^-$). In reducing environments Tc(IV) prevails, forming sparingly soluble hydrous oxides (TcO$_2$·xH$_2$O(s)). The later redox state is expected to dominate the aqueous chemistry of Tc under the reducing conditions predicted for deep geological repositories. In this framework, an appropriate understanding of the solubility and hydrolysis of Tc(IV) in dilute to concentrated saline systems is required for an accurate assessment of technetium source term in repositories for radioactive waste disposal.

The solubility of Tc(IV) was investigated in a comprehensive experimental approach from undersaturation conditions in 0.1–5.61 m NaCl, 0.1–4.58 m KCl, 0.25–5.15 m MgCl$_2$ and 0.25–5.25 m CaCl$_2$ solutions in the pH$_m$ range 1.5–14.6. Experiments were performed at 22 ± 2°C in Ar gloveboxes with < 2 ppm O$_2$. Strongly reducing conditions (pH + pe < 4) were fixed in each independent solubility sample with Na$_2$S$_2$O$_4$, SnCl$_2$ or Fe powder. Technetium concentration, pH$_m$ and $E_n$ values were monitored at regular time intervals over several months. Thermodynamic equilibrium was assumed after repeated measurements with constant [Tc] and pH$_m$. After attaining equilibrium conditions, the redox speciation of technetium in the aqueous phase was quantified for selected samples using solvent extraction with TPPC and XANES analysis. Solid phases of selected batch experiments were further characterized by XRD, SEM–EDS and quantitative chemical analysis. Additional solubility experiments were conducted in “simulated systems”, based on reported ground water and cementitious pore water compositions with complex mixtures of NaCl–KCl–MgCl$_2$–CaCl$_2$.

Fig. 1: Solubility and Pitzer Model for Tc(IV) in dilute to concentrated NaCl solutions.

Fig. 2: Solubility and Pitzer Model for Tc(IV) in dilute to conc. MgCl$_2$ and CaCl$_2$ solutions.

Solid phase characterisation and solubility data indicate that TcO$_2$·0.6H$_2$O(s) is the solid
phase controlling the solubility of Tc(IV) in all the evaluated systems. The combination of solvent extraction and XANES analysis confirms the predominance of Tc(IV) in the aqueous phase, independently of the salt system and concentration. The solubility of TcO$_2$·0.6H$_2$O(s) decreases with a well-defined slope (log [Tc] vs. -log [H$^+$]) of ~2 in acidic dilute systems. The same slope is retained in concentrated brines, although a very significant increase in the solubility (up to 4 orders of magnitude) is observed with increasing ionic strength. A newly derived chemical model based on these solubility data in combination with spectroscopic evidences reported in the literature, best explains this increase considering the formation of the previously unreported trimeric technetium species Tc$_3$O$_5^{2+}$. In the near-neutral pH region, the pH-independent behaviour of the solubility is consistent with the chemical reaction TcO$_2$·0.6H$_2$O(s) + 0.4 H$_2$O $\leftrightarrow$ TcO(OH)$_2$(aq) with a log$_{10} K_{s,TcO(OH)2}$ in good agreement with the current NEA–TDB data selection. The amphoteric behaviour of Tc(IV) is confirmed by the formation of the species TcO(OH)$_3^-$ in dilute NaCl and KCl systems with pH$_m$ ≥ 11. The same speciation is retained in concentrated alkaline NaCl and KCl solutions, although a decrease in solubility compared to dilute systems takes place due to ion interaction processes. Changes in the aqueous speciation are observed in concentrated alkaline MgCl$_2$ and CaCl$_2$ brines, where the formation of Mg$_3[TcO(OH)_{3}]^{3+}$ and Ca$_3[TcO(OH)_{3}]^{3+}$ ternary species are proposed based on the slope analysis of the corresponding solubility curves and the comparison with previous observations available for An(IV) and Zr(IV) in concentrated CaCl$_2$ solutions. The formation of these species has been recently validated by quantum chemical calculations performed at KIT–INE. Based on the newly generated experimental data, comprehensive chemical, thermodynamic and activity models using both SIT and Pitzer approaches are derived for the system Tc$^{4+}$–Na$^+$–K$^+$–Mg$^{2+}$–Ca$^{2+}$–H$^+$–OH$^-$–H$_2$O at 25°C. The comprehensive thermodynamic models derived in this work, allow the calculation of solubility limits and Tc(IV) speciation in aquatic systems covering the characteristics of all host rock formations potentially under discussion in Germany.

Tc(IV) solubility investigated in selected "simulated real systems" taken from literature is in good agreement with qualitative predictions based on pure systems as shown in Fig.3.

![Fig. 3: Comparison of thermodynamic Tc(IV) model with experimental solubility data for simplified reference solutions.](image)

This work has been performed within the BMWi funded VESPA project (02E10800/KIT-INE). The chemical, thermodynamic and activity model parameters derived within this work using the Pitzer approach are scheduled to be implemented into the THEREDA (Thermodynamic Reference Database) project in 2016/17.

Estimation of radionuclide source terms for generic nuclear waste disposal options within the ENTRIA project
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As a consequence of the decision to phase out nuclear power production in Germany, the identification of a safe disposal option for radioactive wastes comes more and more into focus. It is apparent that an appropriate solution, which is accepted by a major part of the public, will have to be an unbiased balance of multiple aspects, and goes far beyond mere technical aspects. ENTRIA (http://www.entria.de) is an interdisciplinary project funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF) where scientist from various academic disciplines (e.g. physical, applied and social science) jointly evaluate criteria to support future decision-making considering different disposal options for nuclear waste in Germany. A subtask of ENTRIA focuses on a comparison of the risks that several generic (i.e. non-site specific) disposal options may pose, namely the final disposal in deep geological formations (i) with and (ii) without the intention and consequent arrangements for a potential retrieval of the waste, respectively, as well as (iii) the long-term interim storage in engineered facilities at the surface.

In this context, one important aspect is a comparative assessment of the potential release of radionuclides from the defined generic repository options into the geosphere due to water intrusion. The principle procedure is as follows: in a first step the decisive geochemical parameters (e.g. redox conditions, pH and salinity of intruding solutions) that are expected to be representative for the generic repository systems are evaluated. Based on that, source terms for relevant radionuclides are estimated, i.e. robust limiting values of the aqueous radionuclide concentration in the vicinity of the waste canisters (near-field). For most of the radionuclides considered here, in particular the highly toxic actinide elements like plutonium, the free concentrations in aqueous solutions are determined from the solubility limits using reliable experimental data and quality assured thermodynamic constants and parameters (as summarized e.g. in recent reviews of the NEA-TDB (www.oecd-nea.org/dbtdb) or the German THEREDA project (www.thereda.de/de) to which KIT-INE is contributing). The obtained thermodynamic data further serve as input parameters for reactive transport models to further assess a potential migration into the far-field of the emplacement waste. The latter is discussed in more detail in our related poster contribution by V. Montoya et al..

In this contributions results of our recent solubility studies with the actinide elements plutonium and neptunium are presented. The experimental work is performed under various solutions conditions, that are representative for the boundary conditions of the different repository options in Germany (and for the generic ENTRIA options). For example, the solubility studies are systematically performed as function of the total NaCl concentration in solution, and cover both dilute (typical for clay rock and crystalline rock formations) and saline conditions (typical for salt rock as well as certain clay rock formations). The overall intention is to obtain a fundamental process understanding of radionuclide behavior in aqueous solutions and fill relevant gaps and reduce uncertainties in the thermodynamic databases used for the estimation of radionuclide source terms.
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Fluid dynamic processes within a closed repository with or without long-term monitoring

Karl-Heinz Lux, Ralf Wolters, Juan Zhao, Jörg Feierabend, Tianjie Pan, Michael Rutenberg
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Regarding the disposal of high-level radioactive waste within a repository in deep geological formations, different concepts are discussed in the international community. These concepts are not only different because of different availability of host rock formations in different nations, but also due to different demands on a long-term monitoring option to check the repository’s behaviour over time. In Germany, according to its final report, the “Endlagerkommission” prefers a repository in deep geological formations, but reversibility of decisions as well as retrievability of waste canisters implied by significant improvements of scientific knowledge and technology or by an unexpected development of the repository system should be possible for future generations. A long-term monitoring option should be implemented into the repository concept to provide data about the time-dependent physical as well as the chemical situation within the repository system.

A long-term monitoring could be performed only within special observation parts of the repository, like it is considered in the Swiss concept, but in this case there will not be any data available about the situation within the main part of the repository system. Due to this, a long-term monitoring of at least pre-selected representative parts of the main repository or even of every single emplacement drift seems to be more suitable. This second approach is investigated in the framework of the ENTRIA-project for the drift emplacement concept, analyzing the influence of a long-term monitoring not only on the repository system’s load-bearing behaviour during operational phase and during a limited monitoring phase afterwards by project partner TU Braunschweig, but also on the fluid dynamic processes as well as on barrier integrity within the emplacement drifts on the smaller scale and the whole repository system on the bigger scale by Chair in Waste Disposal and Geomechanics of Clausthal University of Technology.

For analysis of the time- and space-dependent development of fluid dynamic processes occurring in the totally backfilled emplacement level as well as in the rest of a repository system with or without implementation of a long-term monitoring option built in a salt rock or claystone formation based on physical modelling and numerical simulation, a complex simulation tool has been developed at Chair in Waste Disposal and Geomechanics of Clausthal University of Technology within the framework of the ENTRIA-project.
The Law of 30 December 1991 constituted the first real framework for HLW research in France. Innovating approaches were prescribed by the Law:
- a stepwise decision-making process;
- the study of alternative solutions;
- independent assessment;
- information;
- the independence of the agency.

A public consultation was then organized with a view to seeking potential implementation sites for underground research laboratories (URL). In 1993, four candidate sites were selected: a granite site (Vienne) a deep marl (Gard), as well as two sites located in Callovo-Oxfordian argillites (Meuse and Haute-Marne). Those two last sites were rapidly combined in the Meuse/Haute-Marne Site. 1994-1996 was dedicated to geological investigations. Concurrently, local information and oversight committees and incentive funds were set in place. Based on the conclusions of its studies, Andra submitted three applications to authorize the implementation of URLs on the Vienne, Gard and Meuse/Haute-Marne Sites. In 1997, the applications were the subject of public inquiries. The government’s decision following the review of the applications confirmed the continuation of operations in the Meuse/Haute-Marne with the creation of a URL in Bure. On the other hand, both the Gard and Vienne Sites were abandoned. In parallel, the government set in place a research mission in order to find a new granite site, but the project was not met with any local support and was finally terminated in 1999. The construction Meuse/Haute-Marne URL was initiated and the first experiments took place from 2001. The accumulated information served as the basis for the Dossier 2005 Argile was submitted to the government in mid-2005. The scientific and regulatory assessments of the Dossier emphasized the quality of the work and concluded to the feasibility of a deep geological repository.

The government also wished that a national debate be organised concerning the long-term management of radioactive waste. In its final report, the Commission stressed the existence of a general demand for:
- all waste categories to be taken into account by the legislation;
- the need to improve governance regarding radwaste management;
- the advantages of a stepwise decision-making process;
- the need for a true economic-incentive programme for the territories.

The 2006 Planning Act mainly aimed at reducing/avoiding the burden on future generations and promoting a National Plan for the management of radioactive materials and waste (PNGMDR) is promoted. On the basis of a 250 km² area defined around the laboratory, in which the results obtained on the clay layer in the laboratory can be transposed, Andra proposed in 2009 an area of interest of approximately 30 km² in which detailed geological investigations were conducted. In parallel, several implementation scenarios of surface facilities were investigated. The results were presented during a public debate in 2013. Due to a strong local opposition the tools used for the debate were adapted and allowed to identify necessary evolutions to the project:
- The integration of an industrial pilot phase into the facility startup phase;
- A master plan for Cigéo operation and closure to be regularly revised;
- More involvement of Society;

A new proposal regarding reversibility was included in the May 2016 law indicating that: Reversibility is the ability for successive generations either to continue construction and operation of the repository or to reassess the choices previously defined and change management solutions.
Based on the scientific and conception data available, Andra proposed a project calendar is mainly based on the following steps:

- 2016: Safety Demonstration, Retrievability options file, first draft of the master plan;
- 2018: full license application, and beginning of amenity works;
- 2021: licensing;
- 2025: commissioning, starting with the industrial pilot phase.

The last 25 years of hard work that recently resulted in the promulgation of a new Act were marked with several significant developments with regard not only to scientific and technical expertise, but also to human behaviour and governance, especially in the context of complex social challenges. 25 years after the 1991 law was passed and Andra created, several success factors can also be identified:

- Political framework with independent review bodies;
- Independence of Andra;
- Step by step approach paved by some major milestones and safety assessments;
- Site selection on the basis of voluntary sites;
- Iterative but progressive design approach based on a robust and evaluated scientific basis;
- Mobilization and involvement of national and local elected representatives;
- Strong involvement of Andra in local participation, dialog with local and national stakeholders;
- Participation of waste producers;
- Local development project/scheme and funds for it;
- A sustained information programme for the sound conduct of such projects;
- Information and Oversight Committee.
The relevance of solid solution – aqueous solution systems to the safety case for deep geological disposal of nuclear wastes
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The waste containers emplaced in geological disposal facilities for nuclear wastes built in crystalline rocks or clay formations will inevitably come into contact with ground water post-closure, after resaturation of the repository. Even in repositories in salt rocks, the presence of water cannot be completely ruled out for less probable scenarios, for example, an early failure of shaft seals and plugs. As a consequence, after container failure due to aqueous corrosion, radionuclides can be released from the degrading waste forms into the near-field water and subsequently migrate into the geo-/biosphere via the water pathway.

The migration behaviour of radionuclides released from the wastes into the repository near- and far-field is controlled by various processes such as sorption onto minerals and colloids (e.g. by surface complexation or ion exchange), precipitation/dissolution of solid phases, as well as entrainment in, or solid solution formation with other minerals. The latter process leads to the structural incorporation of radionuclides in a host structure. Such solid solutions are ubiquitous in natural systems – most minerals in nature are solid solutions and pure compounds are rather the exception. Also materials present in the engineered barrier system of a repository such as cementitious materials or bentonite clays can either themselves be described as solid solutions, and/or the radionuclide uptake and retardation by these materials is due to solid-solution formation. Moreover, many nuclear waste-forms such as spent nuclear fuels, cemented wastes, and crystalline ceramic waste forms discussed for the conditioning of plutonium or mobile fission products are basically radionuclide bearing solid solutions.

In many cases the formation of solid solutions leads to a thermodynamically more stable situation compared to the formation of pure compounds, due to a negative excess Gibbs energy of mixing. However, the aspect of solid-solution thermodynamics and the effects of solid-solution formation on radionuclide solubility and mobility are considered only rarely in specific cases in long term safety assessments for nuclear waste repository systems at present (e.g. Bruno et al. 2007).

Here, we present and discuss the development and application of thermodynamic models for solid solution – aqueous solution systems and their relevance to nuclear waste management and safety assessments for deep geological repositories, emphasizing the significance of complementary experimental and state of the art computational approaches (e.g. atomistic modelling). Using the uptake of radium by barite (BaSO4) as well as radionuclide-cement interactions as examples, it is demonstrated that an improved mechanistic understanding of solid solution thermodynamics and its consideration in performance assessments leads to a more realistic and scientifically corroborated picture on release, solubility, and subsequent migration of safety relevant radionuclides in the repository near- and far-field. Thus the development and application of thermodynamic models for relevant solid solution – aqueous solution systems can contribute to the scientific basis of the safety case, allowing for the evaluation of safety margins, and enhancing the confidence in the safety case reasoning.
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Technology Readiness Assessment (TRA) is a formal process to aid in defining the remaining research and development (R&D) effort to bring a new technology system to full technical maturity or operational readiness (DOE 2013). The TRA process assigns a technology readiness level (TRL) to key components of a system, called Critical Technology Elements (CTEs). The major uses of the TRA process are to not only minimize technical risk associated with deployment and operation of (often) one-of-a-kind complex systems and technologies, but also to inform the assignment of capital and manpower in a logically laid-out project development schedule—i.e., to optimize resource deployment.

Because a repository or geologic disposal system is comprised of both engineered barriers and natural (or geologic) barriers, the established TRA process must be adapted. In particular, although it is engineered technologies (such as tunnel construction and waste emplacement) and physical components (such as buffer materials/design and waste package materials/design) that must be assessed and matured for the repository engineered barrier system (EBS), it is knowledge of the initial state and altered states (e.g., the disturbed rock zone) that must be assessed and matured for the natural barrier system (NBS). Long-standing precedence employs a Repository Safety Case as the preferred vehicle for assembling all facets of knowledge and confidence bases to make a determination of system safety and deployment readiness. However, modifications of the TRA process, as proposed here, all its application to major subsystems and technologies associated with a geologic disposal system.

Two observations about geologic repositories help to determine how a TRA process may be applied to various repository subsystems and technologies:

1) Technology development and related RD&D activities for geologic repositories have a natural “temporal” division into technologies related to pre-closure activities and technologies related to post-closure system evolution.

2) Technologies and RD&D activities related to the post-closure performance of geologic repositories have a natural “spatial” or physical division into two key subsystems or components: engineered barriers and natural barriers.

Most major pre-closure technologies (e.g., construction, excavation, and testing technologies) are candidates for a formal TRA, with CTEs defined and rated according to a well-established TRA process for equipment-based (or man-made) technologies (DOE 2013). Regarding maturation of the post-closure repository system, we propose a union of the traditional features, events, and processes (FEPs) approach (Freeze et al. 2014) with the formal TRA process, to assess the maturity of major post-closure repository subsystems and technologies. In particular, the major steps of the TRA process are retained, i.e., definition of CTEs, evaluation of TRLs or a similar technical maturity metric, and the development of a technology maturation plan to organize the future RD&D needed to increase the system TRL. However, the selection of CTEs is based on FEPs, and the TRL assessment process for the chosen repository CTEs is simplified for those major post-closure subsystems influenced strongly by natural processes, to reflect that their technical maturity is based on knowledge maturation rather than engineered component maturation.
This abstract is Sandia publication SAND2016-3085A. Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, for the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC04-94AL85000.
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Currently, spent nuclear fuel (SNF) assemblies discharged from German power reactors are stored in dual purpose metal casks (CASTOR®). The SNF management concept is based on the presupposition that sufficient disposal capacity will be available in a deep geological repository until 2050 (NaPro, 2015). However, due to considerable delays in the development of a selection process for a disposal site and an estimated duration of the construction and commissioning of a repository of at least two decades, a significant amount of SNF has to be kept in the twelve existing dry storage facilities for 65 to 100 years (ESK, 2015). The expected duration of SNF dry storage on-site of the nuclear power plants exceeds by far the initially planned and licensed storage period of up to forty years. Therefore, all safety relevant issues have to be reviewed on basis of the present state-of-art which might differ from the initial safety demonstrations, aimed for few decades of dry SNF storage (Wolff et al., 2013).

Besides other aspects, the long-term integrity of the Zircaloy cladding of irradiated fuel rods is of concern. The integrity of the cladding is decisive for any handling of the irradiated fuel rods after interim storage. In case, the cladding integrity will not be ensured, reloading of fuel assemblies from CASTOR® to disposal containers will be considerably aggravated, in order to prevent any release of volatile radionuclides in the interim storage facilities.

This contribution highlights main issues of the current state of knowledge on physicochemical properties of Zircaloy under conditions of prolonged dry interim storage. During irradiation in the nuclear reactors, the cladding is affected both (a) by interactions with the cooling water, causing to some extent oxidation of the outer cladding surface and hydride precipitation within the Zr alloy, and (b) by corrosion with volatile fission products (e.g. iodine compounds) at the cladding / fuel pellet interface. These chemical reactions leads to embrittlement and weakening of the cladding mechanical properties. Due to the built-up of fission products during irradiation, lattice swelling of the nuclear fuel occurs, which exerts mechanical stress on the cladding. After discharge of SNF from reactors, delayed hydride cracking is relevant for the Zircaloy integrity. Moreover, alpha-decay results in continuous He accumulation, displacement of atoms inside the fuel matrix, enhanced lattice swelling, which enlarge the mechanical stress on the cladding with time. The tendency towards creep and stress corrosion cracking is stronger for spent MOX fuels relative to spent UOx fuels and increases with the respective burn-up and storage time. Present experimental studies focus on chemical interactions between Zircaloy and precipitates of volatile fission products at the plenum of an irradiated fuel rod, where pellet-cladding-interactions cannot occur.
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Towards a Joint Programme 'co-fund action' of EU Member States' and Euratom research programmes in the management and disposal of radioactive waste
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Since 1975 the European Commission (EC) has been implementing, under the provisions of the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom) Treaty, Research and Training (R&T) programmes on radioactive waste management, in which all European Union (EU) Members States participate.

The current R&T Programme (the 'Euratom Programme') (2014-2018), complementing the Horizon 2020 Framework Programme for Research and Innovation (R&I), is the ninth continuous programme in this field.

In 2011, the role and mandate for EU support to joint collaborative research on nuclear fission was reinforced with the adoption by the Member States (MSs) of the Council Directive 2011/70/Euratom establishing a Community framework for the responsible and safe management of spent fuel and radioactive waste (the waste Directive). The Directive requires each MS to establish and maintain national policy and legislative, regulatory and organisational framework for managing all types of radioactive waste from generation to disposal. This includes establishing a national programme with significant milestones and clear timeframes, as well as Research Development & Demonstration activities needed in order to implement technical solutions.

R&T activities of the Euratom programme are implemented in two ways, by participants in the MSs called 'indirect actions' with co-funding by the EU programme and by the Commission through its Joint Research Centre (the 'JRC') the 'direct actions'.

A key principle of the Euratom programmes indirect actions is to perform joint and/or coordinated cutting-edge research, to support knowledge creation and knowledge preservation. The aim is eventually to promote the development of a common Union view on the main issues related to waste management from discharge of fuel to disposal in order for MSs to implement safe, sustainable and publicly acceptable solutions in the processing and disposal of radioactive waste. Criteria for Euratom support to research activities are scientific excellence, impact of the research and quality and efficiency of implementation of the project or action.

Over the years, the scope and focus of the Euratom programmes has evolved with the state of knowledge and needs in the participating MSs. The programmes have covered all waste categories, from low level short-lived to high-level long-lived waste and spent fuel and on the associated management solutions including pre-disposal (treatment and conditioning), site characterisation, near surface and geological disposal.

From the nineties, as the management methods, technologies and disposal solutions for short-lived and intermediate level waste became widely implemented, research was gradually directed to geological repositories and high level and long-lived waste and spent fuel. A large number of projects were and continue to be implemented in underground research laboratories.

In addition to scientific, technical research projects the Euratom programme provides for coordination and support actions (CSAs) on specific issues and topics. Interest in several MSs has therefore led to implementation in the period 2003 to 2009 of two CSAs which aim was to promote and support the networking and coordination of activities on shared EU radioactive waste storage and disposal. The possibility for MSs willing to cooperate on the sharing of facilities for spent fuel and radioactive waste management, including disposal facilities, is mentioned in the 2011 waste Directive as a potentially beneficial, safe and cost-effective option when
based on an agreement between the Member States concerned.

During the sixth Euratom Framework Programme (FP) of the EC, FP6 (2002-2006), focus was gradually placed on addressing key remaining issues and uncertainties for implementation of geological repositories as well as on increased integration of the activities and the research community through support of large integrated projects.

In FP7 (2007-2013) in order to make decisive progress towards geological disposal the EC fostered the launch of the Implementing Geological Disposal – Technology Platform (IGD-TP) led by “Implementers” responsible for geological disposal of higher radioactive waste. Focus of FP7 was then placed on implementation oriented research for the actual implementation of the first repositories in Europe by 2025.

At the start of Horizon 2020, after forty years of support to research the Euratom programme can be considered as a very mature programme having covered research on all radioactive waste management aspects and disposal solutions. Actual implementation of the first geological repositories by 2025 is now in sight with approval of the first steps in 2015 and 2016 towards final authorisation by the regulatory authorities to construct and operate such facilities in Finland and Sweden.

Therefore, the purpose, focus and implementation method of the Euratom R&T programme activities deserve to be reviewed to ensure continued effective and efficient support for the twenty eight MS national programmes in addressing the societal challenges of the management of radioactive waste in the coming decades.

Operation of geological repositories is expected to last in excess of 100 years. This implies that in parallel to implementation-oriented research long-term science and innovation-oriented research should be reinvigorated in order to continue improve understanding, knowledge and tools on cutting-edge topics, processes and solutions of radioactive waste management from predisposal to disposal. At the same time, a large gap is now observed between the so called advanced programmes and those in MSs in which plans and progress towards geological disposal is much less mature and/or in which start of operation is scheduled only in several decades from now. In the meantime, existing and expected increase in the coming years in the number of requests to safety/regulatory authorities for authorisation to build geological repositories calls for increase coordination and exchange of best practices and appropriate research activities by technical support organisations (TSO) for the development and maintenance of adequate competence to review the safety cases. Past examples of Euratom projects has shown that implementers and TSOs are able to participate in the same project with specific independent objectives, while respecting independence in their respective role regarding repository safety cases. Finally, in consideration of the above situation Euratom as a community has a key role to play in the development of an Integrated Knowledge Management System (IKMS). In developing text books on science in Radioactive Waste Management, guidance for research at different stages of programmes, organising related training and dissemination and addressing strategic topics, such IKMS will avoid unnecessary duplication of research and greatly facilitate transfer of knowledge and expertise on the one hand from the generation who have designed the radioactive waste management and disposal concepts and solutions to those that will operate and ultimately close them and on the other hand from more mature programmes to the less-advanced programmes.

Given the above considerations, the range of common issues in MSs, the advanced practice of collaboration and joint actions between actors in the field and the role of Euratom programme the EC considers timely to support the launch of an integrated and coordinated joint programme of EU added-value research activities between MSs.

The JOPRAD EC funded project (Towards a Joint Programming on Radioactive Waste Disposal) launched in 2015 is investigating the feasibility and preparing the technical and organisational background for implementation of such common research programmes between MSs national programmes.
The Safety Case for the Morsleben Repository – Evaluation of Suitable Time Frames for Post-Closure Safety Assessment
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The former Morsleben radioactive waste disposal facility (ERAM) in Saxony-Anhalt, near Helmstedt, Germany is located in a salt formation. The 525 m deep Shaft Bartensleben connects 4 main mining levels between 386 m and 596 m b.g.s. and the 520 m deep Shaft Marie connects two main levels. Due to rock salt and potash production, many cavities exist in this former mine with dimensions of up to 100 m in length, 30 m in width and in height. The total volume amounts to about 8,000,000 m³ of underground cavities.

In 1971 the operation of the ERAM for predominantly short-lived low-level radioactive waste started. Different areas of the mine were used to dispose of the waste using different techniques (dumping of solid waste and drums, stacking of drums and cylindrical concrete containers, and in-situ solidification of liquid waste). By the end of the operational phase in September 1998 a total waste volume of about 37,000 m³ with a total activity of approx. 9.3·10¹³ Bq (as of 2014) has been disposed of.

The licensing procedure of the closure of the ERAM has been initiated and the respective documents have been issued to the licensing authority in 2009. Due to a recommendation of the German Nuclear Waste Management Commission (ESK) issued in 2013 the BfS has to discuss the time frames suitable for the post-closure safety assessment.

Based on the evolution of the radiotoxicity with time two time frames have been proposed by BfS: a first time frame ranging from 0 to 100,000 years and a second time frame ranging from 100,000 to 1,000,000 years. The radiotoxicity of the radioactive waste disposed of in ERAM is reduced by three orders of magnitude in the first 100,000 years and stays nearly constant for the rest of the 1,000,000 years time frame. The radiotoxicity in the time frame ranging from 100,000 years to 1,000,000 years is dominated by the natural Uranium. Therefore, based on the specific inventory of the ERAM, it is allowed to split the timeframe into the two proposed periods.

Nevertheless the radiotoxicity cannot be linked directly to the protection goals of limiting the radiation exposure given by the German Commission on Radiological Protection (SSK 2010). Therefore, the safety of the ERAM in the first time frame will be evaluated by a comprehensive safety assessment that is based on a scenario development procedure according to the German Safety Requirements Governing the Final Disposal of Heat Generating Radioactive Waste (BMU 2010). The safety in the second time frame will be demonstrated by simpler calculations referring to the simplified radiological statement without modelling the dispersion of substances in the overburden and adjoining rock (see Section 7.2.2 of BMU 2010).

These calculations resulting in the assessment of radiological consequences will complement statements about the site characteristics and the closure concept that will substantiate the minimisation of the probability of radionuclides reaching the accessible environment and therefore contributing to the robustness of the safety of the disposal system. The arguments will be based on comprehensive geomechanical calculations investigating the integrity of the salt barrier surrounding the waste emplacement areas and the avoidance of weaknesses in the salt barrier that might lead to the inflow of liquid into the remaining openings in the former salt mine.
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Smart $K_d$-concept for realistic description of sorption processes
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Sorption on mineral surfaces is an important retardation process to be considered in safety assessments of both chemotoxic and radioactive waste repositories. Most often conventional conservative concepts with temporally and spatially constant distribution coefficients ($K_d$-values) are applied in reactive transport simulations.

This work describes, for the first time, a new methodology, where temporally and spatially variable distribution coefficients, so-called smart $K_d$-values were calculated for a more realistic description of sorption processes. This concept is based on a Bottom-Up approach (Davis 1998) of a competitive mineral-specific sorption of dissolved species on surfaces, combining surface complexation models with ion exchange and precipitation in a quasi-thermodynamic manner. The respective multi-dimensional matrices are computed a-priori to any run of the reactive transport codes (here: r3t, Fein 2004). During the run of such transport codes respective calls to the $K_d$-matrix with an appropriate averaging deliver parameter-specific $K_d$-values.

Three computer codes were coupled to form one tool: PHREEQC, UCODE and SIMLAB. This strategy has various benefits: (1) One can calculate smart $K_d$-values for a reasonable number of environmental parameter combinations; (2) It is possible to perform uncertainty and sensitivity analysis based on such smart $K_d$-matrices; (3) The approach is highly flexible with respect to chemical reactions and environmental conditions; (4) The overall methodology is much more efficient in computing time than a direct coupling of the geochemical speciation code with reactive transport codes.

The capability of this new methodology is demonstrated for the sorption of radioactive waste repository-relevant elements such as U, Am, or Np on a natural sandy aquifer. This served as a proof-of-concept for the new methodology to describe the sorption behavior in dependence of changing geochemical conditions. Results were compared to conservative $K_d$-values from literature used so far.

Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis for the nuclides revealed the importance of ternary interaction effects, the non-conservatism of some generic distribution coefficients used so far, and the effects of input parameter correlation. Moreover, a ranking of the sensitivity of the environmental parameters nearly always put pH value, dissolved inorganic carbon and the content of matrix cations (either as complexants or competitors on the sorption sites) in the first places. The effects of organics will be considered in the next project phase as there both model design and parameterization is very challenging. In any case, the mechanistic processes involving them (and their error distribution functions) should deserve higher attention in future research schemes.
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High-resolution characterization of the EDZ in the Callovo-Oxfordian Clay using time lapse hydraulic tomography
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The Meuse / Haute Marne Underground Research Laboratory (URL) provides the location for an experiment, designed to investigate the induced fracture network around open or sealed drifts. The aim of this experiment, called the CDZ-experiment (Compression of the Damaged Zone) is to study the effects of mechanical loading and unloading on the mechanical and hydraulic properties of the EDZ (Excavation damaged zone). In the context of this experiment, a large number of gas permeability tests were performed between six closely spaced wells prior to and after the mechanical loading of the EDZ. The tests allow for the characterization and quantification of the effect of the mechanical loading on the hydraulic (pneumatic) properties of the EDZ (de La Vaissière et al., 2014). The gas tests were first analyzed based on the pressure and flowrate data recorded solely at the source boreholes using the numerical borehole simulator Multisim, which was developed by AF-Consult Switzerland Ltd. Multisim is particularly suited for the analysis of hydraulic tests performed in low permeability media.

In a second step, the cross-hole pressure responses of the gas permeability tests were analyzed with a travel time based tomographic approach proposed by Brauchler et al. (2003). The inversion is based on the transformation of the transient ground water flow equation into the eikonal equation using an asymptotic approach. The eikonal equation can be solved with ray tracing techniques or particle tracking methods, which allows the inversion of large data sets in a short time with relatively low computational effort (common PC). The main feature of this procedure is a travel time integral relating the square root of the peak travel time, assuming a Dirac point source at the origin, to the inverse square root of the hydraulic diffusivity.

The reconstructed three-dimensional hydraulic diffusivity distribution displays the different zones of the EDZ with a high level of detail and provides important information about the spatial distribution of hydraulic parameters within the EDZ. Particularly, the reconstructed diffusivity distribution reflects the different zones of the excavation-induced fracture network described by Armand et al. (2014), wherein the fracture network was characterized in great detail, based on drill-core logging and resin injection. The comparison of the hydraulic tomographic results prior and after the mechanical loading allow for a quantification of the change in hydraulic properties caused by mechanical loading with a spatial resolution not possible with conventional test analysis techniques. It could be shown that the effect of the mechanical loading on the spatial distribution of the hydraulic properties is in good agreement with the predicted induced stress field.
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A solid comprehension of the geochemical behavior of radionuclides on a molecular level is essential to make reliable long-term predictions about the safety of a nuclear waste repository. The mobility of radionuclides in the environment and thus their hazard potential will also be controlled by the reactivity at the water/mineral interface. In order to understand these processes analytical methods shall ideally be both surface specific and sensitive. X-ray reflectivity techniques, particularly resonant anomalous X-ray reflectivity (RAXR) and crystal truncation rod (CTR) measurements have proved to be a successful combination to investigate geochemical interfacial regimes (Fenter 2002).

Plutonium is one of the most important radionuclides in term of nuclear waste disposal due to its long half-life period and high radio-toxicity. That’s why it has been subject of different studies over the last decades. While these studies could show an enhancement of the mobility of plutonium in the presence of colloidal matter, the formation of Pu(IV)-nanoparticles is still content of ongoing research (Walther & Deneke 2013). Recently, Schmidt et al. suggested a surface-catalyzed formation due to an enhanced concentration of Pu(III) at the surface in equilibrium with a small amount of Pu(IV). Part of the current study was to proof the viability of this mechanism, but also to investigate the interfacial reactivity of Pu’s various oxidation states.

The interaction of UO₂²⁺ and PuO₂²⁺ with muscovite mica and the effect on the actinides’ different redox properties were investigated using a combination of surface X-ray diffraction, alpha spectrometry and grazing-incidence X-ray adsorption near-edge structure (GI-XANES) spectroscopy. Although, U(VI) is often used as a homologue for Pu(VI), this study show a completely different behavior of Pu(VI) and U(VI). Starting with a Pu(VI) solution, Pu(IV)-nanoparticles were formed and adsorbed on the mineral surface. The suggested formation mechanism is similar to that of Pu(III). No such adsorption or nanoparticle formation was observed for U. Our results reveal major differences between Pu and U concerning redox and adsorption behavior, influencing their mobility in the environment. Regarding the prediction of the fate of these contaminants’ in aqueous systems their different interfacial behavior is of importance. This in turn significantly effects the quality of predictions of the allocation of these contaminants in aqueous systems.
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Long-term durability of low alkali cements: comparison of novel natural and archaeological analogue data
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Bentonite makes an important contribution to the performance of the engineered barrier system (EBS) in many repository design concepts. The choice of bentonite results from its favourable properties for isolation and containment of the waste and its stability in relevant geological environments. However, bentonite – especially the swelling clay component (smectite) that contributes to its essential barrier functions – is unstable under high pH conditions (pH > 11). Consequently, there has been increased interest in utilising low alkali cements (with a leachate pH of 9 to 11) in areas of a repository which will contain bentonite backfill or seals.

However, there are little data available which address the likely long-term durability of such cements. But this could be examined through the combined investigation of appropriate archaeological and natural analogues of low alkali cement.

For the former example, low alkali cement is essentially the same as the pozzolanic cements developed by the Romans in the 3rd century BC. The Romans particularly used the pozzolan cements in positions where it was important to prevent the penetration of water or damp, such as lining water channels and tanks (e.g. lining parts of the aqueduct Aqua Marcia near Rome in 144 BC). The cement also offered good resistance to seawater and so was used extensively for Roman marine structures. Consequently, to offer a comparison with natural cements, recently reported data from the analysis of a wide range of Roman pozzolanic cement will be presented. Overall, the project aims included:

- analysis of the concrete matrix to determine size, material, and proportions of micro and macro-aggregate
- comparison of the relative compressive strength and density of the various natural and archaeological concretes
- identification of indications of leaching and general degradation of the concretes

Of course, comparison with the original properties of the cement is not possible and while any leaching or reaction of these cements is difficult to ascertain, it is likely that the different methods of handling the Roman cements when compared to modern low alkali cements plays a role in any differences. However, the above noted differences could be tested in two simple ways:

- make modern low-heat cements using the Roman handling methods
- make Roman cements using today’s handling methods

and then compare the physical and mechanical properties, allowing a rapid assessment of any handling-related differences which could be subtracted from the properties described here.

For the case of natural analogue data, it has been speculated that the production of natural concrete, formed when calcium carbonate saturated groundwaters seeped through pozzolana, may have suggested the formula for hydraulic mortar to Roman engineers. Samples of this natural material have been recovered and will be examined with a focus on the durability of the cement.

These data can then be combined with that from the Roman cements discussed above and the results presented in a manner which will allow their utilisation in a repository safety case which requires additional, non-traditional support for the long-term durability of low alkali cement.
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The motivation for these meetings is that the U.S. nuclear waste management program is stymied on multiple fronts – from the disposal of HLW and transuranic waste of defense programs, to spent nuclear fuel from commercial nuclear power plants, and even, the disposition of fissile material from dismantled nuclear weapons.

In 2002, Congress approved President George W. Bush’s decision that a site at Yucca Mountain in Nevada be selected for the nation’s repository for high-activity radioactive waste. In 2008, the DOE submitted an application to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to construct that facility. Two years later, the Administration concluded that developing a repository at Yucca Mountain was “unworkable.” The Blue Ribbon Commission on America’s Nuclear Future (BRC) was charged to make recommendations on what steps should be taken next. The BRC issued its final report in January of 2012. DOE responded favorably to the report in January, 2013. Bi-partisan legislation to implement at least some of the BRC’s recommendations has been introduced in the Senate, and hearings were held. But the measure never came to a committee vote.

Today, a stalemate prevails between those who continue to maintain that the Yucca Mountain project is “unworkable” and those who maintain that the selection of the site has been enacted into “law”. The stalemate shows no sign of being broken soon.

Against this background, the first meeting assembled a steering committee whose members had extensive experience with nuclear waste management programs (http://cisac.fsi.stanford.edu/sites/default/files/bios_steering_committee_march_7.pdf).

The charge of the committee was to identify the critical issues that must be addressed and understood in order to move the U.S. program forward. The issues identified in order of priority were:

- Creation of a new waste management organization - structure, properties, and characteristics
- Definition of a consent-based process for siting nuclear facilities
- Integration of the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle - from production to disposal
- Review of regulations and risk assessment methodologies
- Risk assessment of the status quo of the U.S. system over the immediate future (100 to 200 years)

To date, meetings have been held to address the first three topics. The fourth meeting on regulations and risk methodologies will be at Stanford University on October 27, 2016. This presentation will describe the meetings and provide preliminary comments on the discussions at each meeting.

---

*Support has been provided by the Freeman Spogli Institute for International Relations, the Precourt Institute for Energy, both at Stanford University, and the MacArthur Foundation.
Public participation and safety – Considering different notions of risk in the safety assessment of potential siting areas?
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When siting areas for repositories for radioactive waste are selected, the primacy of safety generally is not contested. However, what does safety mean in this context? And who should decide how safety is defined? Research on risk perception and the evaluation of risks reveals that safety is a rather complex construct – for scientific and technical experts as well as for members of the general public. Individual persons have differentiated notions of safety and risk. These notions are determined by the source of the risk, the societal framework, and characteristics of the persons themselves (Marti 2016).

Experiences with the site selection process in Switzerland, so far demonstrate that the interest of the concerned population in safety issues is considerable. The Technical Safety Forum, which has been set up under the auspices of the sectoral plan, up to now has treated more than 120 technical and scientific questions on the disposal of radioactive waste (ENSI 2016). Safety is a recurrent topic in the potential siting regions. These regions even established working groups specializing in safety on their own initiative. In this context, the interest of dedicated individuals living in a potential siting region or of local and regional organisations to have a say in questions of safety seams comprehensive.

The NEA Forum on Stakeholder Confidence formulated the recommendation to achieve ownership of communities in the siting process. Ownership means that a community is empowered to define problems and their solutions. In acting this way, the community should work together in partnership with other responsible actors (OECD/NEA 2013). To what extend this ownership should also cover the field of safety, needs to be discussed.

An important question which arises, therefore, is: To what extend can and should different notions of safety and risk become part of safety assessments? In answering this question we presume that safety assessments must not only be accepted but also acceptable for present and future generations.

Investigations on notions of risk commonly generate results, which are analytical and descriptive. They are not oriented towards normative obligation. Different notions of risk reflect different value systems but also characteristics and influences which are irrelevant from a normative point of view. An example of this is the habituation to a source of risk.

From an ethical point of view, it is therefore not justified to integrate different notions of risk which are widespread in the concerned communities in risk assessments of potential sites for repositories directly. It is worth reflecting, however, about the normative content of these notions. Furthermore, in many cases it is possible to build bridges between conflicting positions on the safe disposal of radioactive waste in public and scientific discourse when differing notions of risk are considered seriously (Eckhardt & Rippe 2016).
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Experience of Geological Disposal Site Selection in the UK
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A geological disposal facility (GDF) is a highly-engineered facility capable of isolating radioactive waste within multiple protective barriers, deep underground, to ensure that no harmful quantities of radioactivity ever reach the surface environment. To identify potential sites where a GDF could be located, the UK Government favours a consent-based approach, working with communities that are willing to participate in the siting process. Within the UK, Radioactive Waste Management (RWM) has been established as the organisation to deliver a GDF.

The policy framework to which the UK is working was published in 2014 within the Government White Paper Implementing Geological Disposal: a framework for the long-term management of higher activity radioactive waste (DECC 2014). This White Paper establishes a number of consent-based principles to which RWM as the GDF developer is working.

To identify potential sites where a GDF could be located, the policy framework sets out the consent-based approach. Following the “launch” of the process (expected 2017) RWM is preparing to be in a position to respond to requests for information from communities that want to find out more about the benefits of hosting a GDF. Decision-making whether to engage with RWM in order to find out more about hosting a GDF, whether to continue in the process and ultimately whether to commit to hosting such a facility will rest with the community who will also hold the right of withdrawal until such time that a test of public support has been undertaken. A GDF is likely to bring significant economic benefits to a community that hosts it in the form of long-term investment and infrastructure development. Government has also committed to providing short-term additional investment to those communities that constructively engage in the siting process.

As part of the preparations leading up to the launch of the siting process, RWM is undertaking a national geological screening exercise based on known geological information that is relevant to the long-term geological safety case. Government is also developing the policy for how communities that may be interested can engage. This includes an approach to community representation and engagement with the developer, providing information on community investment and establishing methods by which communities can seek independent third-party advice during the process.

The UK preference for a consent-based approach can be traced back to experience in the 1990s when the search for a site for disposal of intermediate level waste was halted due to the rejection of the planning application for a pre-cursor rock characterisation facility. In order to inform the development of future policy, Government established an independent advisory committee (the Committee on Radioactive Waste Management) and asked them to review options for the management of higher activity radioactive wastes and to make recommendations for the future. The Committee’s report (CoRWM 2006) included a number of recommendations which were accepted by Government (DECC 2006). It was accepted that experience had shown that non-consensual approaches had not been successful and that future policy should be built on the premise of partnership working between the developer and a willing community. Government also accepted that participation by this willing community should be supported by the provision of investment packages designed both to facilitate participation in the short term and to ensure that a radioactive waste facility is acceptable to the host community in the long term (i.e. participation should be based on the expectation that the well-being of the community will be enhanced).

These principles were reflected in the 2008 White Paper (DECC 2008) and expressions of interest were received from two Borough ...
Councils and the associated County Council. Unfortunately this process came to a halt in January 2013 when the County Council failed to support the proposed move to the next stage of RWM undertaking non-intrusive geological studies to better understand the geology within the communities. A lesson-learned from this experience was that communities would have increased confidence to commence dialogue with the developer if there was a national compendium of geological information available that could be consulted to determine, albeit at a high level, the potential suitability of an area to host a GDF.

In 2014 RWM launched the national geological screening exercise designed to bring together existing national-scale information about aspects of geology that are relevant to the long-term safety of a GDF and make it available in an accessible form. RWM sought expert advice from an independent review panel established by the Geological Society of London to help with the production of the Guidance that would define the geological attributes to be considered and the form of the outputs. Recognising that it was important to engender public trust in this enterprise, discussions with the independent review panel were held in public and the Guidance was subjected to public consultation before finalisation.

The Guidance was finalised in April 2016 (RWM 2016) which has allowed work to start on production of the screening information and outputs. The national geological screening outputs will provide authoritative information for England, Wales and Northern Ireland and is intended to support early discussions with communities about their geological potential to host a GDF.

It is planned that the national geological screening outputs will be available to support the launch of the siting process in 2017.
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The Swiss sectoral plan for the nuclear waste disposal site selection: step-wise (geo-)science based decisions
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Sectoral plans (“Sachpläne”) as defined in Art. 13 of the Swiss federal law for spatial development are approved instruments for the federal coordination of spatial development in Switzerland. Such plans are, depending on the subject, usually elaborated by a designated federal office in close collaboration with other relevant institutions and the Cantons and finally approved by the federal government. – The search for safe geological repositories for radioactive waste in Switzerland has experienced its up and downs. Plans for a repository for low- and intermediate-level waste at Wellenberg (Canton of Nidwalden), were rejected in cantonal voting in 1995 and in 2002. In 2006, the Federal Council, the Swiss federal government accepted the evidence of feasibility of a repository for spent fuel, vitrified high-level waste and long-lived intermediate-level waste (“Entsorgungsnachweis HAA”). However, focussing on the proposed site in the northern part of the Canton of Zürich with Opalinus-Clay as host rock had been rejected and a geologically and geographically more diverse approach was requested. As a consequence, preparatory work for a sectoral plan for site selection of a radioactive waste disposal site was initiated in 2007 and by April 2008 the sectoral plan for deep geological repositories was accepted by the Federal Council. This sectoral plan defines the site selection process and will result in the general licence application for the proposed repositories. The sectoral plan for deep geological repositories comprises 3 stages, of which the first is designed and planned for the selection of potential geologically safe areas. The goal of stage 2 is the designation of two possible sites for high-level and two sites for low- to medium-level waste within the designated areas decided upon in stage 1. In stage 3, the final decision for one site for a high-level waste repository and one site for a low- to intermediate-level waste repository (or one repository for both types of waste) will be taken. Currently, the Swiss Federal Nuclear Safety Inspectorate (ENSI) is reviewing the documentation of stage 2, which has been submitted by Nagra (Swiss National Cooperative for the Disposal of Radioactive Waste). At the same time detailed planning of stage 3 with preparatory geophysical investigations are taking place.
Role of preliminary safety evaluation in the site selection process
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The site selection process according to the German Repository Site Selection Act (StandAG) aims at finding a site to establish a repository which is considered as best possible to provide safety for a period of one million years.

For this reason, safety evaluation in the site selection process plays an important role to support decisions in the ongoing process, e.g. which regions and sites remain in the site selection process and are to be investigated in more detail. Furthermore, safety evaluation is needed to supplement the application of site selection criteria for ensuring a science-based and transparent procedure. Safety evaluation is also the basis for the comparative determination of a site which is in compliance with the requirements of the state of the art of science and technology. In the end, safety evaluation is the basis to decide in favor of one specific site where a repository is to be established.

The site selection process according to the German Repository Site Selection Act is divided into three main phases. Each phase concludes with a safety evaluation which is thus an important part of the decision process. Each decision is the premise for the next phase. The first phase is carried out in three subsequent steps and aims at identifying regions for surface site investigation. Safety evaluation is applied first in the third step of the first phase.

The main aspect for the implementer to perform his task is to explore, evaluate and compare different regions and sites. This concerns methods for carrying out safety evaluation and for a comparison. For this, the implementer has to apply tools that need to be ready in time and must be supported by R&D activities.

All safety evaluation in the process are in each phase based on a more or less comparable data base, which need to be completed, adjusted and improved in the ongoing process. The data bases are e.g. geoscientific data base, waste inventory, host rock specific concepts concerning safety and proof-of-evidence, repository concepts and canister concepts.

By using and evaluating the existing data base for each region or site it is evident, that in phase 1 a more generic approach for safety evaluation is necessary. By advancing in the subsequent phases during the site selection process, each safety evaluation is based on more detailed and resilient site specific data and thus becomes more representative.

Of course, preliminary safety evaluation for the site selection process differs from a long term safety assessment in a licensing procedure under the directive of Atomic Energy Law. Though it can be expected, that the methodological approach for safety evaluation proposed by the German Repository Site Selection Act is very similar to those of long term safety assessment (safety case). Therefore, the safety evaluation will consume a clear amount of time during the selection process.

According to the recommendations made by the “Kommission Lagerung hoch radioaktiver Abfallstoffe” all preliminary safety evaluation need to be carried out according to the state-of-the-art of science and technology. Also, modifications and advances development of the state-of-the-art need to be considered and safety analyses have to be updated decennial. This procedure leads to the necessity to re-evaluate preliminary safety evaluation and as a consequence, early decisions and commitments may be questioned again. This is a challenging part in the site selection process and clear regulation is needed to avoid in-
stability of the process. This concerns also the question, which kind of modification and change in state-of-the-art leads to a re-evaluation of previous safety evaluation and to which depth the re-evaluation has to be carried out. This procedure is without precedence.

Therefore, it is very important, that an aim is defined for each safety evaluation and how it can contribute to the decision process. For this reason, an important aspect by carrying out safety evaluation is to define the aim and the significance of each safety evaluation as well as to be aware of the resilience and robustness of the results of safety evaluation in each phase of the process.

Major aims of safety evaluation are related to

- demonstrate feasibility to build a repository at the sites in question,
- check and verify underlying data bases,
- identify uncertainties and how to cope with remaining uncertainties,
- identify needs for geoscientific exploration and for adjusting unequal data bases,
- identify RD&D needs.

With all this, the implementor has to show and prove that the protection objectives are met.

Considering the basic requirements for preliminary safety evaluation it is obvious, that - in addition to site specific geological conditions - the definition of safety-oriented aims for each rock type as well as the definition of amount and characteristics of the waste in question are essential for developing safety and repository concepts and need to be determined.

The robustness and significance of safety evaluation increases in the ongoing process. This is attributed to increasing and new data bases, continous and advanced development of underlying concepts and by narrowing the focus on site specific circumstances. There is a need to give clear terms and definitions for the role of every safety evaluation as well as the task of the implementor, e.g. safety evaluation, safety assessment, safety analyses, etc.

To achieve a resilient and robust comparison of repository systems by using site specific safety evaluation it is favourable to use criteria which are based on safety indicators. For phases 2 and 3 those indicators can also be used to assess radiological consequences.

It is also necessary to communicate the safety evaluations aims and significance with stakeholders to avoid misunderstanding and missing of expectations. Those definitions need to be established in advance of each phase or even at the beginning of the process.

At the same time, safety evaluation must be in compliance with Safety Requirements Governing the Final Disposal of Heat-Generating Radioactive Waste.
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In Japan, selection of high-level radioactive waste disposal sites has not advanced significantly over 10 years since establishment of a legal system for final disposal of radioactive waste. The government of Japan decided to reinforce drastically measures for achieving solutions and promoting final disposal of high-level radioactive waste (without putting off implementing measures into the future) through the “Strategic Energy Plan” published on April 2014. In association with this decision, a new process for selecting a repository site in which the government would differentiate the whole of Japan into three categories, “Areas probably preferable”, “Areas probably suitable” and “Areas probably unsuitable” before initiating legal siting process was added to the basic policy in May 2015. The legal siting process will be conducted in a stepwise manner with a literature survey, preliminary investigation and detail investigation stages.

Scientific factors to distinguish areas into the three categories have been assigned taking into account geological characteristics (and their long-term stability), pre-closure safety and waste transport safety in September 2015. The discussion will continue further to include socio-scientific viewpoints. From the viewpoint of the geological characteristics and their long-term stability, the following risks were taken into account:

- Magma intrusion into and eruption through underground facilities of repository;
- Direct damage to underground facilities of repository and changes to hydraulic properties in/around faults caused by fault movement;
- Significant reduction in the thickness of the geological barrier caused by uplift and erosion;
- Alteration of waste buffer material caused by geo-thermal heat;
- Increase of corrosion rate of waste overpack due to changes in groundwater conditions caused by penetration of volcanic thermal water and/or deep-seated fluid to repository.

The currently existing geological information available nationwide has been used for the assessment. The areas are distinguished as “Areas probably unsuitable” in case of corresponding to exclusion criteria described below:

- Near the volcanoes/active faults to the site;
- Significant uplift/erosion, high geo-thermal condition, existence of volcanic thermal water/deep-seated fluid in the vicinity of the site;
- Areas where there is a danger that surface facilities are damaged by future pyroclastic flow;
- Areas where unconsolidated bedrock is too thick to assure the structural stability of underground facility in the construction phase.

After this first screening exercise, those areas which are not defined as “Areas probably unsuitable” are defined as “Areas probably suitable”. Then, any area which is sufficiently close to the coast is defined as “Areas probably preferable”. As such, the coastal area (including the off-shore) is the focus as a potential siting area.

The government of Japan will present the outputs of “scientifically preferable areas” by the end of 2016.
The role of stress and geomechanical modelling BEFORE site selection
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The local tectonic stress field and the mechanical properties of the host rock are important factors for the site selection process and safe radioactive waste disposal in the subsurface, respectively. Earthquakes, reactivation of tectonic faults, hydraulic properties of natural and induced fractures, geotechnical aspects of construction of a deep depository and extent of the excavation damage zone are just a few examples which highlight the relevance of geomechanics for deep geological disposal. The National Cooperative for the Disposal of Radioactive Waste of Switzerland estimates that about 40% of their site selection criteria are affected by the crustal stress state (Nagra, 2008). As a consequence knowledge of the in situ stresses is an important aspect for site characterization. Furthermore, a first robust stress prediction has to be already available prior to detailed exploration (drilling, mining) of a specific site as the stress state may be crucial for the ranking of competing sites providing criteria for exclusion due to unfavourable or critical stress states.

The required stress prognosis has to be simulated with 3D geomechanical-numerical models, which allow incorporating complex geometries of faults and lithological layers as well as non-linear rock mechanical behaviour (e.g., Fischer & Henk, 2013; Hergert et al., 2015). These models have to be site-specific as magnitude and orientation of the local stress field are not uniform, but influenced by local discontinuities like tectonic faults and lithological changes. Model results provide, among others, the complete 3D stress tensor for any arbitrary point in the model domain. This information is not only needed to characterize the stability of underground openings or faults, but also to derive the stress state prior to construction of a deep depository. Furthermore, it can be used to study the short- and mid-term stress changes in relation to the excavation process and self-sealing mechanisms. In addition they deliver the crucial initial conditions for the required scenario simulations that cover geological time spans (ten thousands to one million years) to assess the long-term safety and stability of a radioactive waste disposal site. Examples are the assessment of the reactivation and fracture potential of tectonic faults as well as the quantification of the long-term impact of tectonic processes, thermal and ice loads.

We present the results of 3D geomechanical numerical models for potential nuclear waste disposal sites in Northern Switzerland and the impact of geological structures and rock properties on the local stress field variability. Given the important role of stress and geomechanical modelling for the characterization of potential disposal sites, we present briefly the initiative SpannEnD that has been established to set up and advance the necessary data bases and modelling tools for robust stress predictions in Germany so that they could be made available once the actual site selection process will be started (see also Heidbach et al., this conference, for further details).
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